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ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO, SATURDAY AFTERNOON, JULY'lll, 1902

1G

D

pathizers, cut two cables last night as
the result of which East Des Moines
Is without telephone service.
Numerous wires were a'socut
in West Deo
'
Moines.

AH

v.

Prospects of Miners'
Strike.

-

SERIOUS

IN

MISSISSIPPI

Drouth and Forest Fires are Causing
Great Damage.
Jackson. Miss., July 19. Twenty
counties in Mississippi are suffering
from the effects of a disastrous drouth

TO

OUSTJOIOL

Action Against Legis-

lative Body.

in over half this number the corn
Drouth and Fire in State of and
crop is vtterly ruined, while cotton is Several Earthquake
damaged from 60 to 75 per cent. In
Mississippi-Gallan- t
Tallahatchie county forest fires ore
at Kingston.

Shocks

?

raging.

. Killed by Lightning.
Raleigh, N. C July
Joe Ales
and Jane and Sylvia Sims, sisters,
7
Telephone Girls.
were killed by lightning at Pollock's
Ferry. Two ethers were injured. All
five sought shelter In a house destroyKILLED BY LIGHTNING.
ed by the bolt.
W. L. Brackett
co. is the naroo of.
a new blacksmith firm that has opened
Indianapolis, Ind., July 19. When for
business. Mr. Brackett comes well
the miners' convention met today It recommended from Colfax county.
was evident all probability of a strike Notice the new company's advertisehad utterly vanished. The anthracite ment in another coiumn.
men who favored a strike are practically unanimous in declaring it would
JAIL BIRDS.
have been unwise to order a general
strike. The chances are the convention will finish its work today and be
ended by the adoption of the recom- Fourteen Attempt to Escape Frcm
mendations of President Mitchell, with
Trinidad Prison.
the exception of amendments in the
manner to bring assessments upon
members of the union.
At the opening of convention this
TUNNEL UNDER WALL.
morning "Mother" Jones was given
the floor. She made an address which
was enthusiastically applauded. She
The fourteen prisoners la the coundeclared before coming to Indianapolis ty Jail at Trinidad nearly gained their
she favored a general strike, but since
coming to the convention she had freedom the other night, says a disSheriff
reached the opinion the conclusion patch to the Denver News.
reached by the delegates to avoid such Clark and his jailers had bsen susa movement was the wisest course. picious for several days that the prisShe urged the delegates to oppose et oners were working some scheme to
the congressional elections this fall mako their t scape. A quiet watch wna
every man who is favorable to "gov- kept on them, and Tuesday night, after
all the prisoners were locked in their
ernment by injunction."
A motion was made the convention cells, the sheriff made a thorough inendorse the meeting of employers and vestigation of the jail.
The cells are built of iron, and uro
employes to be held in Minneapolis on
September 22. for the purpose of dis- two tiers high, and the only openings
cussing the practicability of a uni- are the bars in the doors. At the back
versal eight hour- working day. The of these cells there is a space of two
convention took a recess of thirty feet, between the cells and the wall.
minutes to await the report of the spe The entrance to this passageway is
guarded by an iron door, and this is
cial committee.
The delegates adopted President seldom ever opened. ' By a couple of
Mitchell's recommendations with a men springing the door, it enables a
small man or a boy to crawl through.
few modifications.
The special committee's recommen There are two young boys in the jail,
charged with breaking open and stealdations were as follows:
First That the national secretary- - ing merchandise from freight cars, and
treasurer of the United Mine Workers they evidently were used by the other
be authorized to appropriate $50,000 prisoners to try and effect an escape.
past
from the funds in the national treas At the south ena of this
ury for the benefit of districts 1, 7 and sageway there is an old room, unused,
closed with an iron door, which is eas9 (anthracite districts).
n this room is where the
ily opened.
Second That all districts and
and local unions be asked to work was done to try and effect an
donate whatever they can afford for escape.
One of the flagstones In the floor,
support of the strike.
Third That an assessment of 10 per about three feet square, was taken up,
cent be levied on the earnings of mem- and a hole dug, four feet and a half
bers of unions in districts 6, 8, 12, 13, deep, to the bottom of the foundation
19, 23 and 25, and that an assessment of the outer wall, and a tunnel run
of 1 per cent per week be made on four feet west, and started upwards
members in districts 2, 5, 11, 14, 15 and toward the surface. It would have
16, and 20 and 21. This assessment is taken only a few hours' more work to
not to be made against members of complete the Job. when all the prisunions now on strike but in such cases oners could have escaped. Among the
they are charged
the assessment is to commence when lourtccn prisonerspetty
larceny to muf-dethe strikes are over, the manner of with crimes frcm
and the jail delivery, had it been
this being arranged by the unions.
Fourth That assessments are to be effected, would have been a calamity
to the community. The jail is an old
paid direct by the local unions to
one, built in early days, and an
Wilson.
Jail breaker would have no
Filth That 25 per cent be deducted
from the salaries of all national dis- trouble making his escape from it.
The sheriff has decided to keep the
trict officers and organizers.
Sixth That assessments begin from prisoners locked in their cells, and will
not give them the use of the corridors
July 1C.
Seventh That all contributions until the next term of the district
made by national organization be dis- court meets, wher. most of the cases
tributed pro rata to the anthracite dis- will be disposed of.
tricts in the ratio shown by the last
Mayor Charles F. Myers and wife
coal reports.
to leave tomorrow evening for
Eighth That each local union be re expect
a three weeks' visit to St. Louis, Chiquested to aid so far as possible, in se- cago
and other eastern cities.
curing work for men now on strike. In
this connection the good offices of the
be
STORE WRECEED.
: American Federation of Labor will
requested.
submitted
be
Ninth That an address
to the American people, requesting Leadville Clothine House Shattered
"!them to "bring such pressure to bear
upon the anthracite operators and anby Awful Explosion of Gasoline.
thracite railroads as will compel them
to submit to arbitration."
The expenses of the Miners' call foi
caught in debris.
contributions of $1.000,0(0 a month
from sources outside the union and
with this amount the miners are confident that they can win the anthracite
A telegram from Leadville, Colo.,
strike. The report of the committee says:
was adopted by a rising vote.
A serious explosion took place toPresident Mitchell made a short night at the clothing store of Charles
speech declaring there were in the Sands, on Harrison avenue, resulting
treasuries of local unions throughout in the total wrecking of the five story
the country approximately flOO.ooo.Ooo building and loss of $50,000. Several
and his opinion of what the unions persons were injured but not fatally.
could afford to contribute to the cause The streets wera crowded with people
of the anthracite strike was haii this and for a time there was the wildest
money.
Tire convention then ad- excitement.
journed.
About a mouth ago Mr. Sands installed a gaso.me plant in the rear of
FAVOR THE GIRLS.
the building. At the time of the explosion two clerks, Frank Carlson and
Local Retail Grocers Endorsed the Al Strehlke, were waiting on two customers, William Joyce and Bob Joyce.
Telephone jiris' Strike.
Des Moines, Iowa. July 19. The lo- All four were hurled through the buildby the force of the explosion. John
cal retail grocers' association has en- ing
was also caught in the rain of
dorsed the telephone girls' strike and Hurley
debris.
ordered Ell Iowa telephones removed scattering
were shaken for a distance
from their places of business. A strike of Buildings
half a block and many windows
'of electricians and linemen in
port was ordered today and it is ex- were broken. The up stairs portion of
pected this order will affect the Bell the building is occupied by Mrs. John
sy6teir. in Rock Island, the central Whitney and considerable damage wag
girls of those cities being organized done. Fire immediately broke out affor the purpose of going out in sym- ter the explosion and the damage by
pathy with the Des Moines operators, smoke, water and flames left the whole
linemen and electricians who are fight- stock in ruins.
The bnilding is owned by Minnie
ing the Iowa company.
of Denver.
Vandals, presumed to be strike sym

Retail Grocers Stand by the

.
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Hy-ma-

but they did not consider that the train
wnich carried Mr. Fugate and Mr.
Troth to Winslow had been delayed
west of Winslow by a wreck and washout Both of the defendants told a
straight story. Mr. Fugate is an inventor and with his bride of a few
days was on his way to Denver. Mr.
Troth said that he was a bartender and
was on his way to Bee his wife at
Galesburg. HI.
The judge found them guilty of offense and they were bound over to
grand jury under $250 bond each.
The exact amount gathered in by
the strangers could not be learned, as
the gamblers, who are squealing, are

Delightful Entertainment.
Mrs.L. Benedict entertained a number of friends Thursday evening in
and Those of Colombia.
honor of her little daughter, Lula.
Those present were Laura Cohen, Es- tella Bohm. Olive Whitson, Dollie Carl,
RACE POSTPONED.
son, Lula Benedict, Merrill Stewart,
Morrinon' Stewart, Otto Newlander,
Fred Ward, Frank Ward. After a pleasCleveland, Ohio, July 19. Attorney ant time spent in playing games the
General Sheets began quo warranto children were served with delicious lec
proceedings in circuit court today to cream and cake and departed, declaroust the Cleveland city council and de- ing that they had had a "lovely time."
manding the members of that body
show by what right they hold office.
SHAH FXPECTED.
Judge Caldwell, of the circuit court,

Fight Between Insurgent Gunboats

granted an order restraining the

coun-

.
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Em-

.

bezzled $60,000.
Governor of Alaska Stricken
With Paralysis. ;.
Oats Took a Meteroic Flight in

Chi-

cago Tod ay.
TRACY

ON WHEELS

200

sey's Bon, who is an attorney at law In
Denver.
This fact, say friends of the exsenator, la evidence that he never intended to marry Mrs.. Joralemon.
"Since taking up her abode at the
home bought for" her, Mrs. Joralemon
has been a lavish entertainer, and.
even in the shadow of her recent disappointment, she has not heeri without
the consolation of many callets. male
friends seemingly taking a special Interest in her tale of woe. The neighbors are now commenting upon the
number of fine carriages and automobiles that are constantly stopping in
the eucalyptus shade that invests her,
lovely little premises.
"Mrs. Joralemon is said to be about
35 years old, of exquisite refinement
and widely versed in literature and
favored in travel. Her musical ability
is said to be remarkable, and her conversational power quite irresistible.
Her beauty, it is said, is not striking,
but her personality Is magnetic and
her manner full of charms."

FOUR YEARS EACH

Cashier and Teller

NUMBER

.

NOW.

Salt Lake, Utah, July 19. Harrv T.
aud Alexander A. Robertson,
formerly cashier and paying teller, respectively, of the Wells Fargo bank in
this city, luis morning appeared before
judge Morse in district court and
pleaded guilty to embezzling $60,000
from tho bank. Each was sentenced
to four years imprisonment in the pen.
Duke

Mrs. Mason, who formerly conducted
a boarding house on North Second
street, is no proprietress of the' St.
Charles hotel of El Paso.

'

ELKS' RATES.

-

cil from granting further franchises or
Arrangements
snd Schedule Anspecial privileges until the case is Antwerp in a State of Expectancy
beard and decided. Attorney General
STROKE OF PARALYSIS.
nounced for Salt Lake.'
Sheets holds that inasmuch as tne
Over His Coming.
federal plan of municipal government
Governor
Ross
Been
has
Unconscious
aas been declared unconstitutional by
'
for Two Days.
A FINE PROURAM.
the state supreme court, the city counPERSIAN
THE
MONARCH.
Seattle, Wash., July 19. A special
cil is an illegal body.
to the Times from White Horse, Y. T.,
Saturday, July 19, says the steamer
EARTHQUAKE SHOCKS.
T. W, Angler, traveling passenger
Antwerp, July 19. Antwerp is in a Columbian arrived from Dawson with
agent
for tne Union Pacinc, with headGovernor
on
Ross
suffering
board
froni
expectancy
state
of
over
the visit of a paralytic
Saddle Eetwecn the Two Craters of
stroke on the right ride, quarters at Denver, was in the city
Muzzafer
Ed
Din,
of
the
Persia,
shah
Soufriere Collapsed.
which was received the 17th. He has
to arrive in the city to- been unconscious most of tho time and this morning between trains, while en
Kingstown, St. Vincent, Friday, July. who Is booked
"
route from El Paso, where he has been
Though the visit of the Per- may not recover.
18. Several shocks of earthquake morrow.
in the interest of rates for the Elks'
were experienced here yesterday. Sev- sian monarch Inconveniences the aueral buildings were damaged. There thorities not a little, owing to the
NEARLY A PANIC.
excursion to Denver, Colo.
was no loss of life, but a great panic
Great preparations are being made
prevailed. The shocks were proiably measures necessary to insure his per- Oats Went to 65 Cents, the Highest by the different railroads for tho acsona
exsafety,
is
by
and likewise rather
caused
subterranean gas or steam
Price Since 1874.
commodations and conveniences of
explosions, as the saddle between the pensive, s it is found necessary to reChicago, July 19. In a very excited those who wish to attend the national
two craters of Soufriere volcano col- furnish t'ad redecorate the rooms of session of the board
of trade - today moeting of the Elks, which will occur
lapsed, resulting ia the fall of thou- the royal" palace occupied by
65 cents, the highest price at Salt Lake City in August.
oats
at
sold
the
shah
sands of cubic feet of sand and scoria and hia suite after they have departed, here since 10.4 for that cereal. The
have combined forces in tryrock into the funnel, thug blocking the the stay of the royal visitor is not en- cause of this rocket flight, which was ing to make the trip attractive and
throat of the crater.
tirely without its redeeming features. a gain of 15 cents in three days and of pleasant.
Large delegations will go from El
One of the foremost industries of Antcents today, was the fear of
SEA FIGHT ON.
werp is' uttnond cutting and tho man- "l3"rt
n July opticas
that they Paso. Texas; Arizona and New Mexufacture of jewelry and as the shah is might not be able to secure oats with ico. Special accommodations will be
Colombian Navy Having a Taste of expected to make big purchases in this which o fulfill their contracts' Back furnished for the different herds. The
line the merchants do not share the of this cause lay that of the oat fields tram carrying the "Quien Sabe club"
Actual Warfare.
Panama, Colombia, July 19. The dread with which the officials regard yellow for harvest but devastated by will leave El Paso at 9:16 p. m., Auinsurgent guni'oats Pad ilia and Darlen his approacning visit.
the heavy rains of the last few days. gust 7; Albuquerque, 8:30 a. m., AuAs purchasers there Is a marked dif- The trade almost reached a panic. gust 8; Denver. August 10, at 1 p. m.
appeared last night between Flemonca
on the Ottiqu islands. Governor Sala-za- r ference oetween the present shah and The bulls believed prices would go Those from Arizona will make connecthereupon ordered the government his father,
The last still higher and chief of these bulls tions with this train at El Paso and
gunboats Chuchuito and Calpet to put named was an excellent hand at mak- was Mayor . atten who is supposed to Albuquerque.
At Denver the train will go over the
to sea and meet them. Heavy cannon- ing a bargain, but not too scrupulous have a ...ght hold on nearly 2.000,000
Union Pacific tracks to Salt Lake City.
ading is taking place at this hour, 10 in concluding it. He bought right and bushels of new July,
The rturn trip will be made over the
a. m. The United States special ser- left and rarely asked for the bill, and " "
Denver & Rio Grande. The whole trip
Tracy on a Bicycle.
vice steamer Ranger is coming into there are some merchants today in
will cover 1,370 miles through the
the bay. Great alarm prevails. The Antwerp' who are still waiting for a
Seattle, Wash., July 19. Sheriff Great
Rockies.
While en route the
settlement for bills contracted by the Cudihee says there is no news of
entrenchments are full of soldiers.
Springs.
late shah on the occasion of his visit Tracy. A rumor was curent that visitor will Bee Glenwood
Races Postponed.
here fourteen years ago. His son, on Tracy held up a ranch near Enumclaw Leadville, Grand Canyon, Royal Gorge,
ty and Pueblo.
Cleveland,
Ohio., Julyy 19. The the other hand, is regarded as an ideal
night and had eaten a hearty sup- Canon rate
specfal trotting race scheduled for client. He Is easily pleased, never last
will be one fare for round
Ine
per. A special to the Times from
this afternoon at Glenvllle driving dickers and rarely nsks the price of Chehalis says three men passed trip, good returning September 30.
park between the Abbott, the Monk anything. When shopping he invaria- through that town this morning ridElks and their friends who wish to
go with excursion will see Joe Sheriand Lord" Derby has bsen postponed bly tells his grand vizier for whom the ing a bicycle.
deOne
answered
the
Indefinitely owing to the heavy rain purchase is intended, or if an article scription of Tracy, .
dan, secretary for the local herd.
and muddy track.
of furniture, for which of his resiIt Is a Boy.
dences it is destined. He is ready to
Yesterday a bran new grandpa was
DORSEY IN TROUBLE.
buy anything which strikes his fancy.
BOUND THEM OVER.
loose in the city, and his name was
For instance, on the occasion of his
James Smith, constable of precinct 26
iasc visit to western Europe, he returna deputy sheriff. Ills happiness
ed to Teheran with more than 100 The Ex Senator Married , the Other and
was due to the fact that his daughter.
Two Men Charged With Working snap-sho- t
cameras, a dozen phonoMrs. W. C. Ward, residing at No. 720
graphs, an equal number of automoDay and Trouble Ccmmenced.
South Broadway, had presented the
the Roulette Wheels.
biles and telephones, music boxes and
household with a fine baby boy, and
other odds and ends, to say nothing of
the little rascal tipped the scales at
furniture, jewels and art works repreBREACH OF PROMISE SUIT.
10 Vs pounds.
Word received this aftsenting fabulous sums.." Muzaffer-EBOND OF $250 EACH.
ernoon states that grandpa is still in
Din's love for "blazing Jewels has been
a happy frame of mind, and that the
much commented upon. One of the
Joyful
father, upon whose 23d birthday
Angeles
Los
13
The
of
Times
July
he
largest
in
existence
diamonds
L. E. Fugate and L. Troth, the genevent occurred, is
anniversary
on
cap
and
of
his
wears In the front
contains the following concerning the stepping overthe
high spots in
tlemen arrested on the charge of vag- gala
all
the
so
In
robe
appears
a
occasions he
breach of promise suit against former south Albuquerque. 'The mother, and
rancy, and hauled from their beds at
as
to
richly embroidered with jewels
an unearthly hour yesterday morning bo
The United States Senator Dorsey, who child doing nicely.
valued at over $6,000,000.
to put up a hundred dollar cash bond
treasure room is said by those onco lived in Colfax county, this terrifor their appearance in police court, shah's
OFFICIAL MATTERS.
been favored with a glimpse tory:
have
who
were tried yesterday afternoon before
its interior to defy imagination. The
"Indignant are the friends of former
Judge Crawford. The charge of vag- of
is a marvel of mosaic work,
'
rancy, or the farce under which the room itself
turquoises appear galore. Day United States Senator Stephen W.
men were held, was turned down by in which
Land Office!Busi- -.
by four sol- Dorsey at the claims of Mrs. Harriet Territorial Funds
guarded
night
is
and
it
tho judge in the first round. Then the
paid Elizabeth Jorralemon, of Los Angeles,
best
among
the
who
diers,
are
real reason for their arrest was personages of the royal household. The
ness.
who threatens to sue mm for breach of
brought forth in a complaint, signed responsibility of
evi- promise
is
charge
their
in the sum of $50,000, and has
by City Marshal McMillin, charging
from one of its possessions a taken legal steps to secure title to the
them with obtaining money by trick- dent
NEW INCORPORATION.
coun- comfortalilo residence property
globe,
all
the
which
golden
on
at No.
ery. In the change of complaint the
by 414 West Twenty-seconrepresented
are
of
world
the
tries
claimstreet,
tercase passed from a city case to a
diamonds, turquoises, ing it as a gift from him under promof
ritorial case. City Attorney Stingle mosaics
Around the pedestal
pearls.
rubies
Territorial Treasurer J. H. Vaughn
and
was in the case for the city and contin- are piles of golden coins, of winch not ise of marriage. These friends feel
from Oscar Lohman, collecued in It for the territory. A gambler a single one is worth less than $175. sure that Dorsey's recent marriage to received
tor
Dona Ana county, $7,678.92 of
from the "Horse Shoe Club" was the This unique treasure is valued at over Miss Bigelow, of New York, has sim- 1901 oftaxes, and
from I. N. Jackson, colply given the Joralemon woman, as
first witness for the territory and tes- $5,iho,ooi. It is with the hope of dis- she
thinks, a chance to benefit herself lector of Otero county, $957.61 of 1901
tified that the men had been in the posing of some of their stock to be
taxes.
financially at his expense.
club and were playing at roulette. He
to the contents of this Aladdin
do not believe she
"These
friends
thought that the "tenderfoot" had the added
Land Office Business.
like treasure loom that the diamond and Dorsey have ever lived together,
best of the game and followed them to merchants of Antwerp
are looking for- as she publicly proclaims in an affHomestead
Entries Cirilio Delgado,
city.
gaming
He
in
houses
tho
other
ward with pleasure to the visit of the idavit filed at the court house last Puerto de Luna, 160 acres, Guadalupe
detestified to having seen a needle
Persian monarch.
Thursday. It ia stated on good au- county; Ellsworth Davidson, Gallsteo,
scend from Fugate's arm and stop the
thority that she poses as the daughter 16(1.26 acres. Santa Fe county.
ball. The system supposed to have
BERGER.
Final Homestead Entries Jose Man
OTTO
of Hon. Horatio Seymour, of New
been played by the defendants was
York, famous war democrat, who in uel Gonzales by his wife, Predicands
described in last evening's Citizen.
1868
the national ticket of that Duran de Gonzales, Puerto de Luna,
Several other witnesses for the ter- He Talks About His Trip to the Jemez party headed
for the presidency, with Blair a loo acres, Guadalupe county.
Mountains,
ritory were heard, but none could testicandidate for vice president. If this Coal Declaratory Statement George
fy to having seen the supposed needle.
in a conversation with Otto Berger
be true, then she is also a niece W. Green, Pecos, 160 acres, San
Fugate and Troth, the defendants, today it was learned that the gentle- claim
of the great jurist and politician, Ros-co- Miguel county..
took the stand for the case of the de- man, who recently returned from the
Conkling. a historic republican,
fense and both told straightforward Jemez mountain country, is thoroughly who was Seymour's
.
brother-in-lawIncorporation.
.
BerWashingThey
lett Seattle,
enthusiastic over that section of
stories.
"Both Seymour and Conkling were
Franks, George M. SlaughCharles
J.
ago,
went
ton, a week or ten days
nalillo county as a great resort for close personal friends of Dorsey.
and
ter,
D. Danenlerg, Edward A.
Leonard
spent
by
boat. They
to San FranciBco
and hunting. He thinks, and
"Now, it is said, Mrs. Joralemon last Gaboon, William M. Atkinson, Clifton
twenty-fou- r
hours in Frisco and then talks from experience, that the streams August became acquainted
with the Chisholm, Jeremiah Simpson, Hugh It.
continued their journey east. They tes- up there can be made, if it was not for
and touched a soft spot in Morrow. Elmer O. Creighton and Wiltified to having stopped off at Winslow the dipping of sueep. a perfect Para- his good nature by reminding him of liam
S. Prager filed incorporation pafor three or four hours. The prosecu- dise for fishermen, but he says some his esteem for his old friend, until he, pers for the Roswell
Fair association.
tion thought that it had gained a point of the streams are polluted and they thinking her in need bought the West Capital, $10,000. divided
into l.OiiO
here because the trains arrive from the contain no fish. He speaks in glowing Twenty-seconstreet property, furHeadquarters at Roswell.
west early in the morning and don't terms of the treatment accorded hfm-sel- f nished it elegantly to her taste, and shares.
Chaves county.
The directors are
leave going east until late in the evenand party by a Mr. and Mrs. Rog- allowed ber to take possession.
Jeremiah Simpson, Ieonard D. Danen-lering, and a person stopping in Winslow ers, who are ranch people on the
"The deed to this property, however,
George M. Slaughter, .William
would have to stay at least ten hours,
in the Nacimiento mountains.
is said to stand in the name of Dor M. Atkinson and Elmer O. Creighton.
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THE ALBUQUERQUE DAILY CITIZEN, SATURDAY, J ULY 19, 1902
ARIZONA MINERS.

AIVARADO

PHARMACY

and Elected
New Officers.
The election of otflcers for the ensuing term of the Southwest Miners' association was hel l at the looms of the

THE PEOPLE'S DRUG STORE
WE GURANTEE SATISFACTION.

Publishers

Publish

VIRGINIA CONSTITUTION.

The new constitution of Vlrglna provides that no officer of the state or any
political subdivision thereof shall a
cept or use a free pass over the lines
of any transportation or transmission
company, under penalty of forfeiture
of office and other punishment. Conversely. "No transportation or transmission company doing business in
this state shall grant to any member of
the general assembly, or to any state,
county, district, or municipal officer,
except to members and officers of the
Btate corporation commission for their
personal use while In office, and frank,
free pass, free transportation, or any
rebate or reduction in the rates charged by such company to the general
public for like services."
Section 4 of the constitution excludes from the suffrage "persons who,
while citizens of this state, after the
adoption of this constitution, fought
a duel with a deadly weapon, or sent
or accepted a challenge to fight such
a duel, either within or without the
bounds of this state, or knowingly conveyed a challenge or aided or assisted
In any way in the fighting of such a

Daily and Weekly.

Associated Press afternoon dispatches
Largest City and County Circulation
The Largest New Mexico Clrculatlor
Largest Northern Arizona Circulation
Copies of this paper may be founa
on file at Washington In the office o!
oar pedal correspondent, E. G. Signers, 918 F street, N. V., Washington,

220

V. C.

Mexico

New

Iron the

Fifty-Sevent-

demands Statehood
Congress.

Terms of Subscription:
Daily, by mall, one year

16 00
00
1 60
60
76
2 00

Daily, by mall, alx month
t
Dally, by mall, three nioruns. .......
Dally, y mall, one month
Daily, by carrier, one month
Weekly, by mall, per year
TH13 DAILY CITIZEN will be delivered
In the c..y at the low rate of 20 centa per
week, or for 75 centa per month, when
puM monthly. Tl ae rates are leas than
those of any other dally paper la Che duel."
territory.

Let's drop politics until after the
ritorial fair.

ter-

STONE PRODUCT.
The value of the entire production of
stone in the United States in 1891, as
The. worm has turned again. Down given in "Mineral Resources of the
In Tennessee the umpire shot the pit- United Sattes, 1901." now in press.
cher.
United States geological survey, was
$60,982,060. a gain of $12,295,405 over
A commission appointed to reappor- the value of the product in 1900. This
tion Oklahoma has announced the total great increase in value was shared by
population of the territory to be 600,-00- all kinds of stone. The total value just
with one representative for every given includes also, In order to show
22,009 people and one senator for every the entire stone production for the
45,000.
whole country, the values of grindstones and whetstones, and for lime
"Some men are so rushed in this stone for blast furnace flux, which
world," says the Alfalfa Sage, "that if should not be included properly speakthey were to die tonight they would ing, under the heading of stone, as
want to go down town in the morning they are reported separately for themand work until the hour set for the selves. Lime stone, including blast
furnace flux, showed the greatest
funeral."
from $20,354,019 in 1900 to
per cent. Granite
The Tucson. Arizona, Citizen says: showed in 1901, or 30greatest
the next
Increase,
"Albuquerque is making great prepaover $12,000,000 In 1900 to over
rations to hold a big statehood rally from
in October and President Roosevelt, $15,000,000 in 1901, or over 2C per cent.
increased from over $7,000,-00- 0
Senator Quay and Senator Elklns are Sandstone
In 1900 to not far from $9,000,000
expected to attend. The Arizona
about 24 per cent. The marcause should be represented by a in 1901.
ble production Increased to $4,965,699
strong delegation also."
In 1901. or lli per cent, and the slate
production
to $4,787,625 in
The Raton Range says: "Hon. B. S. 1901, about Increased
13 per cent.
Rodey will be nominated by the republicans for
as delegate to
congress by acclamation and he will When Other Medicines Have Failed
It has
by the practically unani- Take Foley's Kidney Cure.
be
mous vote of the people of the terri- cured when everything else has disaptory. The people of New Mexico want pointed. Alvarado Pharmacy.
o
statehood, which would mean progress
Raton Has a Locomobile.
and prosperity, and that is the reason
Raton is rapidly assuming the prothey will unite in
our pres- portions
and enterprise of modern
ent delegate."
7

.

eastern cities.

ANIMOSITY IN SOUTH AFRICA.
Advices from South Africa have
ceased to treat of stories of the battlefield with lists of casualties but instead there are disquieting tales of exhibitions of animosity which always
follow the conclusion of war. These
are not confined exclusively to victors
nn& vanquished. Among the burghers

themselves there are heartburnings
and black looks. Those who fought to
the last ditch express contempt for
their fellows who surrendered in the
earliest stages of the war and bitterness and hatred are not concealed
when the patriot meets a countryman
who aided the British. To the latter
Individual belongs the obloquy of the
traitor and it is meted out to him.
KITCHENER'S

Last Sunday "Tobe"

Dennis came steaming into the city
with a handsome $800 locomobile,
which is now carefully guarded under
lock and key on the cast side. "Tobe"
says the "critter" is a little "skittish"
yet but as soon as be has mastered all
Its peculiailties he will take his
friends out for an airing. Our poor
neighboring cities can now "go way
Gazette,
back and sit down

"

FROM 7 TO 9 O'CLOCK
LADIES

Seamless, sizes 9 and
Saje price( per par

10c

94; worth

of White Eagle laundry soap, sold everywhere
- 2 BARS FOR
5c, sale price

at
TURKISH

BATH TOWELS

Extra large size; worth 25c; Sale
Price for 2 hours
2 FOR

FLOWERS
Your choice of any Bunch
house, worth up to $1.50.
.

OKn
tlj

WINDSOR

match,: worth

22C

LADIES' SHIRT WAISTS
In white only; fancy styles; worth
75c; Sale Price for Saturday night

1

35c

gular
2 FOR

LADIES' HANDKERCHIEF- SColored Bordered Herastitched none
worth ieB8 than 5c; Sale Price 2 FOR
MEN'S SUITS
Your choice of any in the house;
worth up to $15.00

Op

65 pairs of Men's best $2.50 shoes, odds and ends, in lace
and congress, sale price
CHILDREN'S HATS
Sold up to 50c; large variety to pick
from: Sale Price for 2 hours only. . . .
LADIES' GIRDLE CORSETS
In white only; made of finest ba-

tiste; all sizes; regular

19c
48c

Some slightly soiled; caps worth up
$1.00; Sale Price for 2 hours

25c

Sale Price for one night only

FREE

o"
OKrt

OC

Or
r7r
Oi.it

Ie2

Fancy Styles, sold up to $4.00; none
worth less than $2.00; Sale Price for 2
hours only
MEN'S DRAWERS
Nearly all sizes, in blue and pink
balbriggan; sold always at 35c; Sale

BABY CAPS

to

-

LADIES' WALKING HATS

values;

75c

t-

OC

IES

6iIk' 40 diffprent
value; Sale Price

A11

PLeAll NECK 0RNAMENT- Sdifferent styles; fully worth 25c;
Sale Price for 2 hours

Fa-be- r,

i

5

In the

....

BOYS' BALBRIGGAN UNDERWEAR

ohl8, a;d,Drafwer,t0

--

LADIES BLACK COTTON HOSE
er

2000 bars

Price for Saturday night

75c
19c

FREE

Cosine's

Poitraits Fiee io Bur

COCOOCOCOCXXXXXXXXXXXXXX)00

THE

J.H.O'Rieily&Co.

Bank of Commerce
Is without dispute the coolest
place in town. Everything we
serve at the fountain Is ice cold.

ALBUQUERQUE

Capital

ICE COLD SODA
ICE COLD FRAPPES

$100,000

ICE COLD SHERBETS
'

ICE COLD LEMONADES

Filler

OFFICERS AND DIRECTOR
M. 8. OTERO,

W. S. 8TRICKLER,

V.

P,

President
and Cashier, W. J. JOHNSON, Ast. Cashier

WM. MclNTOSH

J. U BALDRIDGE

Ootid enough
for anybody!

Great Britain rewards her military
men in a substantial way. When Gen.
Kitchener took Khartoum, crushed the
Mahdist uprising and brought peace to
the Soudan, he received a money grant
of $150,000. Now mat be has won a
peace in South Africa, be is given a
grant of 1250,000, and is made a viscount. A year or so ago, when Pretoria fell, and active warfare was supposed to be at an end Lord Roberts
.
was made an earl and received
Kitchener probably deserves as
much credit as did Roberts; but the
explanation Is made that Roberts has
reached the age when he can no longer continue an active military career,
in middle life,
while Kitchener is
with time to round out his generalship and win further substantial

pr

TAPPAN'S COMPLEXION POWDER
Sold everywhere at 10c; our price
Saturday night

ICE COLD PHOSPHATES
Saves a Woman's Life.
To have given up would have meant
EVERYTHING UP TO DATE.
death for Mrs. Lois Cragg, of Dorcheso
ter, Mass. For years she had endured FOR SALE Old papers, 25 cents per
untold misery from a severe lung trouhundred, at the Citizen office.
ble and obstinate cough. "Often," she
J. H. O'RIELLY & CO
writes, "I could scarcely breathe' and
sometimes could not speak. All doctors and remedies failed till I used Dr.
Prescription
King's New Discovery for Consumption
and was completely cured." Sufferers
2nd St. and Gold Ave.
from coughs, colds, throat and lung
trouble need this grand remedy, for it
OOCOCOCOOOOCOOOCOCOOOCXDOOG
never disappoints. Cure is guaranteed
by all druggists. Price GO cents and
$1. Trial bottle free.
o
jAll Havana
Dick Kent, a mining man from the
Sandia mountains, near l'lacitas, was
in the city last night.' Mr. Kent is
working the Valley View group of copper mines and says that they are
blocking out a fine lot of good ore.

REWARD.

FEATHER EDGE BABY RIBBONS
All colors, for 2 hours only, per yard

VESTS

Sleeveless, white only; worth 10c;
Sale Price

LOCAL8.

Economize by trading at The Economist.
Copper, tin and galvanized iron
work. Whitney company.
No tuberculosis preservallne or coloring in Matthews' Jersey milk.
Klelnwort's 1b the place to get your
nice fresh steak. Ah kinds of nice
meat.
Demlng has an abundance of water
(or irrigating vineyards, orchards, or
gardens.
Buy lots and build In Demlng. Your
rental returns will be 20 per cent on
the investment
Orders taken for every known make
of stoves and ranges. Albuquerque
Hardware company.
Demlng is a great health resort
has no superior in climate for the cure
of pulmonary troubles.
Look into Klelnwort's market on
North Third street. He has the nicest
fresh meats In the city.
We are sole agents for Wheeler &
Wiison sewing machines. Albert
305 Railroad avenue.
Why buy high priced lots when you
can get them cheap in Demlng now,
with certain advance assured?
We carry the largest variety of linoleums and oil cloths in this city.
Albert Faber, 305 Railroad avenue.
Deming neeas one hundred new
houses to supply the demand, and
needs them now. This demand continues to grow.
Mrs. Bambini, at her parlors, No.
205 South First street, over the
Hyde Exploring Expedition store,
give
thorough
to
is prepared
scalp treatment, do hair dressing, treat corns, bunions and ingrowing nails. She gives massage
treatment and manicuring. Mrs. Bambini's own preparations of complexion
cream builds up the skin and improves
the complcoon, and are guaranteed
not to be injurious. She also prepares
a hair tonic that cures and prevents
dandruff nd hair falling out; restores
life to dead hair; removes moles,
warts and superfluous hair. Give her
a trial, bbe also has a very fine tooth
powder, which she guarantees to be
free from all metallic substances. It
perfumes the breath, hardens the gums
and makes the teeth clean and white.
It is highly recommended by all first
c'afs dentists. Also a face powder, a
freckle cure, and pimple cure, and pile
cure. All of these preparations are
purely vegetable compounds Give her
a trial. Automatic telephone 490.
Carpenters' and machinists' tools ot
all kinds. Albuquerque Harware

4

fill.

Leon B.Stern.proprietop

Specials on SaleSaturday Might

whereby the association will remove to the Chamber of Commerce
building, where more commodious
quarters will be opened up. The old
quarters on First street was too remote for the business in hand and the
removal will be a step in the right direction. Since the accession of Thomas
Ewing to the presidency of the association its membership and financial
condition has improved wonderfully.
Builds up the system; puts pure,
rich blood in the veins; makes men
and women strong and healthy. Burdock Blood Bitters. At any drug store.
BUSINESS

rilled
i

per-lecte- d

Editor
W. T. MeCreight, Mgr. and City Ed.

Thoc. hughes

Orders
Promptly

None Higher

F. W. Braun. Gail Bonlen.
Gordon McLean, E. P. Newton and C.
H. Burcham.
The attendance at the
meeting was large and the report of
do Is not a politician in the ordinary the president and secretary was quite
acceptance of the term. He is a states- interesting.
The association has
man alive to the necessities of the awakened much interest In the southstate and nation and above all a man west and his grown to such proportions that new quarters will have to be
In whom everyone has the utmost
lound. Arrangements are being

itijrn

Mail

Patterns Vv

Ew-In-

Cor. Gold Avenue and First Street.

HUGHES A KcCREIGHT,

Cosmopolitan
Paper

Tuesday, says the
Kingman Miner. The following board
of directors were elected: Thomas
president; Frank Monaghan. vice
president; H. O. James, secretary: B.
association last

B. H. BR1GGS & CO., Prescription Druggists

jl&uqufrqu? Daily

IT PAYS TO TRADE AT THE

They Met at Kingman

DEPOSITORY

SOLOMON LUNA

A. M. BLACKWELL

W. A. MAXWELL

FOR ATCHISON, TOP EKA & SANTA FE. RAILWAY

THIRD STREET

Meat Market

JOE RICHARDS,

CIGARS

Allkornd9lfesh

and sail Meals:

$500,-000-

A Good Reputation.
The way to gain a good reputation Is
to endeavor to be what you desire to
appear." That Is precisely the way
in which Chamberlain's Cough Remedy
has gained its reputation as a cure for
coughs, colds, croup and whooping
cough. Every bottle that has ever been
put out by the manufacturers has been
fully up to the high standard claimed
for it. People have found that it can
FOR SENATU.:.
always be depended upon for the relief
eleccomes
for the
V'hen the time
and cure of these ailments and that it
tion of United States senators from tne Is pleasant and safe to take. For sale
exstate of New Mexico, It is to be
by all druggists.
pected that there will be a number of
aspirants for the positions. New Mex- JEMEZ HOT SPRINGS STAGE LINE,
Stage leaves Trimble's stable on Sec
ico is not lacking in the quality of
statesmanship which will enable her ond street, every Tuesday. Thursday
to send representatives to the senate and Saturday at 6 a.m.; quick time. A
who would do credit to any state. Nec- relay of stock is kept at Zia. Arrives
essarily the aspirations of a number of at tne Springs in time for supper.
good men will be cut short by the votes Don't be deceived by people who tell
they will take you just as quick
of the represents... ves of the people you
for they won'L Nobody
in the first legislature of the new com- as the stage,
monwealth. What is needed in the else has any change of stock' on the
way of representation in the upper route. Tickets for sale at Trimble's.
J. B. BLOCK. Proprietor.
bouse of congress is a man of acknow-ledeeprobity, dignity and intelli
among the citi SHAKE INTO YOUR SHOES
gence.
zens of New Mexico in these character
Allen's Foot Ease, a powder. It cures
Ihtics and endowed with an intellect painful, smarting, nervous feet and inuality of the highest order, and yet growing nails, and instantly takes the
modest and retiring in all his ways of sting out of corns and bunions. It's the
life, socially, politically and In the or- groatest comfort discovery of the age.
dinary business affairs of the day, is Allen's Foot Ease makes tight or new
Judge Henry L. Waldo, of Las Vegas. shoes feel easy. It Is a certain cure
The Citizen knows that Judge Waldo for sweating, callous and hot, tired,
would not enter into the strife usually aching feet. Try it today. Sold by all
incident to the election of senators, but drug stores and shoe stores. Don't
It feels safe in saying that the candi- accept any substitute. By mail for 25c
dacy and election of such a man would in stamps. Trial package free At
do honor te the new state. Judge Wal- dress Allen S. Olmf.ead, Le Roy, N. i

ifEAM
1

SAUSAGE

FACTORY.

134 West Railroad Avenue.

h'MIL KLEINWORT,

-l

Wm. Glaesner,

Taliop.

U H. SHOEMAKER
West Gold avenue,
Next to First National Bank.

205

Automatic 'phone 574
2161

South Second Street.

Albnquerone.

VMex.

NewdiSecond Hand Furnitur
Stoves and Household Goods.
Re airing a Specialty.
Furniture stored and packed for
shipment
Highest prices paid for
second-han-

d

-

MASONIC BUILDING.

4
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ofjomg value as tags from

'spearhead: 'stasdard nax
'OLD
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goods.

(Homestead Fntry No. 1737.
Notice for Publication.
Department of the interior. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.. July 8. 1902.
Notice is hereby given that the following named settler has filed notice
of his intention to make final proof in
support of his claim, and that said
proof will be made before the register
or receiver at Santa Fe. N. M., on August 19. 1902. viz.: Francisco Gomez,
for the Wi SK'i, SEV4 SVi of Sec.
10,

NE;

NW14

Sec. 15, T.

8

N. It.

N. THIRD STRFET

Homestead Entry No. 4298.)
Notice for Publication.
Department of the Interior, Land Of
flee at Santa Fe.'M. M., June 23
1902.

Notice Is hereby given that the fol
..owing named settler has filed notice
of his intention to make final proof in
support of his claim, and that said
proof will be made before the register
or receiver at Santa Fe, N. M., on
4, 1902, viz.:
Feliz Trujillo da
Hcrrera, in behalf of the heirs of
Abran Herrera, deceased, for the NH
NV4. Sec. 22, EV NE'4. Sec. 21. T 8
N, R 6 E.
He names the following witnesses to
prove his continuous residence upon
and cultivation of said land, viz:
Feliz Trujillo, of Escobosa, N. M.;
Felipe Tapla, of Escobosa, N. M.;
Manuel Mora y Martinez, of Escobosa,
N. M.; Jose 13. Lcbario, of Escobosa,
Au-Ru-

st

N. M.

MANUEL R. OTERO. Register.

E.
He names the following witnesses to
B. A.
prove his continuous residence upon
and cultivation of said land, via:
1
ACCIDENT INSURANCE,
Maurice Gomez, of Galisteo, N. M.;
;
FIRE INSURANCE,
George Davis, of Galisteo, N. M.; AnREAL ESTATE,
tonio Gomez, of Galisteo, N. M.; Dona-cianNOTARY PUBLIC.
Angel, of Galisteo. N. M.
ROOMS 1214, CROMWELL BLOCK,
MANUEL R. OTERO, Register.
Automatic Telephone 174,
11

SLEYSTER.

o
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It's Just a Cough

SPORTIN6 NEWS
YESTERDAY'S

GAMES.

National League
At Drooklyn
Boston
1
Brooklyn
2
Batteries: Willis and Moran; Donovan and Ahearn.
At

urg

Pittsburg-Pittsb-

:

Chicago

0
2

Batteries: Doheny and Zlmmer; Taylor and Kling.
American League,

At Baltimore
Baltimore

3
4

St. Louis

Batteries:

At

Shields and Drill;
Powell and Kanoe.
Philadelphia-Chic-

Sud-hof-

t,

ago

6

3MB
Grey Creek 8. The score stood, Raton
11, Grey Creek 7. They play at the
latter place next Sunday. Gazette.
The Same Old Story.
J. A. Kelly relates an experience
similar to that which has happened In
almost every neighborhood in the Unit
ed States and has been told and retold
by thousands of others.
He says:
"Last summer I had an attack of dys
entery and purchased a bottle of Cham
berlains Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea
Remedy, which I used according to directions and with entire satisfactory
results. The trouble was controlled
much quicker than former attacks
when I used other remedies." Mr.
Kelly Is a well known citizen of Henderson, N. C. For sale by all druggists.
o

7
Philadelphia
Big Interlake Regatta.
Batteries: Callahan and Sullivan;
.Toledo, Ohio, July 19. The harbor
Waddell and Schreck.
and bay are dotted with craft come to
At Boston
take part In the annual regatta of the
4
Boston
Interlake Yachting association, to be
14
Cleveland
held during the coming week. Detroit,
Hughes,
Batteries:
Williams and Buffalo, Sandusky and other cities will
Warner; Bernhard and Wood.
be represented in the races. Monday
At Washington
the
will assemble off Gibraltar Isgame postponed land fleet
and a reception will be held on
on account of rain.
the yachts. In the evening there will
be a smoker at the Ho,tel Victory,
American Association.
The opening race will be sailed
nsas
At Kansas
5 Tuesday over a fifteen mile triangular
City
2 course for the sixteen to twenty footSt. Paul
ers. The windward and leeward races
At Indianapolis
Indianapolis-Louisvillgame post- will be sailed on Wednesday, five miles
and return, for the big boats, and a
poned on account of rain.
single course for the small ones.
At Milwaukee
s
game post- Thursday will be given over to a
squadron sail, followed by the annual
poned on account of rain.
ball In the evening.
On Friday will
Itchiness of the skin, horrible plague. be sailed the free for all, the course
Most everybody afflicted in one way or depending on weather conditions. A
Is also scheduled for
another. Only one safe, never failing power boat raceentry
list Is large and
cure. JJoan's Ointment. At r.ny drug that day. The
of a high class, and with favorable
Btore, 60 cents.
weather conditions the regatta should
prove one of the best in the history of
SPORTS AT CHLORIDE.
the association.
Two Days' Shooting by Gun Clubs of
We sell the Greatest of blood ourl- Kingman and Chloride.
fiers. Acker's Blood Ellxer, under a positive guarantee. It will cure chroni The two days' shooting of the gun
clubs of Chloride resulted in some good ic end other blood poisons. If you
scores being made. The Chloride team have eruptions or sores on your body,
won the Kingman medal, Kingman be- or are pale, weak or run down. It is
ing second in the event. The scores just what you need. We refund money
cannot be given In full, but the aver- if you are not satisfied. 50 cents and
ages made by the teams are given, the $1. J. H. O'Rielly & Co., and B. H.
fractions of percentages being omit- Briggs 6i Co.
ted:
Kingman Ball Playing.
Needles Duncan, 75; Briggs, 81;
Kingman
aggregation of ball
The
Monaghan, 85; Medlln, 79; Anderson,
players have not yet recovered from
77.
Kingman Watkins, 84; Gooding, 69 the violent exercise indulged in last
Cole, 60: Maguire, 68; Leutzinger, 86; Saturday at Chloride when they trot
ted around the diamond for thirty-twEwing, 75.
runs, while the Chlorlders could only
Chloride Holmes, 87; Bell, 87;
make the circuit twice.
The mild
83; Wilson, 7G; Krlder, 84.
Manvel Doak, 75; Blake, 73; Heard, Joshing tuat the boys of Kingman gave
the returned ball players has been the
71; Meyers, 59; Brown, 70.
Some of the shooters participated In means of keeping them very mum on
all of the events, while others took the subject of ball playing. Kingman
part in but a few. The high scores Miner.
were made by the men who took part
Foley's Kidney Cure purifies the
In every event of the two days. Good- blood by straining out Impurities and
ing, of the Kingman team, fell down tones up the whole system. Cures kidalter his gun broke In the first event. ney and bladder troubles. Alvarado
The boys all claim to have had an ex- Pharmacy.
cellent time and were treated right
a
royally by the Chloride gun club and
Meeting of Game Wardens.
Helena, Mont., July 19. State Game
the people of our neighboring town.
Kingman Miner,
and Fish Warden Scott has gono to
Mammoth Hot Springs, in the national
Acts Immediately.
park, to attend an important conferColds are sometimes more trouble- ence of game wardens. The wardens
some in summer than In winter, it's so will discuss matters pertaining to their
hard to keep from adding to them duties and especially try to bring about
while cooling off after exercise. One uniformity in the fish and game laws.
Minute Cough Cure cures at once. Ab- Among the states represented at the
solutely safe. Acts immediately. Sure coEference
are Oregon, W ashington,
cure tor coughs, colds, croup, throat Utah, Wyoming,
Minnesota and Idaho.
&
lung
O'ltieiiy
troubles. J. H.
and
Representatives
of
the Northwest ter&
Co.
Co.; B. II. Briggs
ritory
are
expected
to be present.
also
o
Base Ball at Raton.
Two Bcttles Cured Him.
The ball game at the fair grounds
"I was troubled with kidney comon Sunday between Raton and Grey plaint for about two years," writes A.
Creek was at times very interesting, II. Davis, of Mt. Sterling, Iowa, "but
and yet it could not be called a good two bottles of Foley's Kidney Cure efgame. The Raton club showed that fected a permanent cure." Alvarado
they easily outclassed the coal miners. Pharmacy.
In fact much more so than the score
would indicate. Raton has a club that
Western Tennis Championships.
will make the best amateur clubs play
Chicago, July 19. The turf courts of
ball from start to finish with a little the Kenwood Country club were
practice, despite the apparent weary thronged with devotees of tennis today
condition of some of her base runners. at the opening of the annual western
Errors on both sides were plentiful, ehampoinship, singles and doubles.
but taken as a whole the game was The tournament continues through the
passable. The pitchers struck out eight coining week. First, second and
men each, Raton made 13 hits and
prizes will be given in both
Detroit-Washingto-

n

Put-In-Ba-

City-Ka-

e

Milwaukee-Minneapoli-

o

"

Fin-ega-

n

JNM1
cream

Good health depends mostly upon
the food wc eat.
We can't be healthy if we take alum
or other poison daily in our food.
Dr. Price's Baking Powder is absolutely free from alum. It is made from
pure cream .of tartar and adds to the
healthfulness of the food.
No-re- .

Price Bking Powder Co.,
Chicago.

Alum baking powders
dyspepsia, liver complaint and
trouble. Alum may not kill, but
mines the health, and ill health
iiie miserable.

induce
kidney
under-

makes

THE ECONOMIST

THE ECONOMIST

that gets your lunga nore and weak
and paves the way for pneumonia or
consumption, cr both. Acker's Eng-

The Economist

lish Remedy will stop the cough in a
day and heal jour lungs. It will cure
consumption, asthma, bronchitis and
all throat and lung troubles. Positively guaranteed, and money refunded If
not satisfied. Write to us for free sample. W. H. Hooker & Co.. Buffalo, N.
Y. J. H. O'Rielly & Co., and B. H.
Briggs & Co.

Co.; B.

a.

Briggs

Mail

Of All

Lot 5
Lot 6
Lot 7

,

REDUCED

TO

EVERY

8icyd.
10c yd.
15c yd,

TAKES

IN ALL OUR HONITON LACE

EFFECTS, AND ALL WASH
THAT SOLD ALL SEASON UP TO 60c THE YARD. ROOM

PRICi

INCLUDES ALL OUR VERY BEST SUMMER WASH MATERIALS, SUCH
AS SILK EMBROIDERED DIMITIES, FORMOSIAN SILK NOVELTIES,
ISATHE SILK TISSUES, AND SATSUMA SILK NOVELTIES; GOODS
THAT SOLD ALL SEASON FROM 60c TO 85c THE YARD. ROOM
MAKING PRICE
NCH PERCALES, RED AND BLUE
URES. ROOM MAKING PRICE..

30

GROUNDS

WITH

WHITE

FIG- -

20c yd.

25c yd.
7c yd.

PARASOL STOCK
Lot 1
Lot 2
Lot 3

DIVIDED IN THREE LOTS TO CLOSE OUT:
TAKES CHOICE OF ALL PARASOLS, BLACK,- - COLORS AND WHITE,
SOLD UP iO$2.C0. ROOM MAKING PRICE
1

TAKES CHOICE OF ALL PARASOLS, BLACK, COLORS
SOLD UP TO $3.50. ROOM MAKING PRICE

AND

WHITE,

TAKES CHOICE OF BALANCE OF OUR STOCK OF FINEST PARASOLS,
VALUES UP TO $7.50. ROOM MAKING PRICE

$1.00
2.00
3.00

WAISTS AND SKIRTS
OUR ENTIRE

STOCK-O-

WASH WAISTS PUT ON SALE AND DIVIDED INTO FOUR LOTS TO

Ct-OSE.

Lot
Lot
Lot
Lot

2

TAKES IN ALL WAISTS SOLD UP TO 75c.
ROOM MAKING PRICE

25c

3
4
5

TAKES IN ALL WAISTS VALUES UP TO $1.25.
ROOM MAKING PRICE

50c
75c

TAKES IN ALL WAISTS SOLD UP TO $1.75.
ROOM MAKING PRICE
INCLUDES ALL OUR VERY BEST WAISTS, WORTH UP TO $2.50.
ROOM MAKING PRICE

$1.00

WASH SKIRTS
ALL OUR 75c AND 85c
PRICES
SKIRTS NOW ONLY
AND ALL OUR BETTER GRADES CUT IN PRICE TO HALF ORIGINAL SELLING
TO CLEAN THEM UP. COME AND SEE THEM.
CUT IN HALF.

Happy Marriage.

THE ECONOMIC

1

I

HE ECONOMIST

PRICE

50c

THE ECONOMIST
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Is your last call

i

Q-

I
I

until August i to
buy your Clothing
and other articles
at actual cost and t
some below cost

5

-

2
59--

I

on account of dis
solution of our!
firm. See window !

o

."rJ

pure-eq- ual

Deming has cow a large Ice plant
and electric light system under con-

IN THE HOUSE
ROOM IS WHAT WE ARE AFTER.

OUR ENTIRE STOCK OF LADIES' PARASOLS

in-la-

Investments In Demini lots will
doubls and treble In one year.
Bring In your tinware and have it
repaired. Albuquerque Hardware

COST IS NO OBJECT

5c yd.

MAKING

The unknown man who was found
M., June 20, sup
posed to have been murdered, was
identified as W. S. Graham, of Sheridan, Mo. He was Identified by his
brother. J. C. Graham, and his brother- W. H. Sanders, of that place.
He left his ho:r.e on June 4, and went
to Denver, Colo. He came to Santa
Rosa on the night of June 12, and registered nt the Holt hotel. He arose
about 4:20 on the morning of June 13,
aiul was seen leaving the hotel, it being the last time the man was seen
alive. He was identified by his clothing and ehoes. The lody wa3 exhumed
and will be shipped to his home at
Sheridan, Mo.
The Best Liniment for Strains.
Mr. F. H. Wells, the merchant at
Deer Park, Long Island, N. Y., say?:
"1 always recommend Chamberlain's
Pain Balm as the best liniment for
strains. I used It last winter for a severe lameness in the side, resulting
from a strain, anr". was greatly pleased
with the quick relief and cure it ef
fected." For sale by all druggists.

tract

AND LESS.

Lot
Lot 2
Lot 3
Lot 4

at Santa Rosa, N.

to Polan Springs.
o
Agricultural lands in Deming are unsurpassed for fertility, production of
fruits and vegetables of all kinds.
We make the best door and window
screens. They are far supeiicr to any
made In the east at. the same price.
Albuqaerque Planing Mill company, A.
T. Telephone No. 463.

Summer Wash Goods Continued
WASH GOODS

Man Found Murdered near Santa Rosa
was . . S. Graham, of Missouri.

Deming water ia chemically

for McCall Patterns. All Patterns 10 and 1s cts.
Orders Solicited and Filled Same Day as Received.

OUR STOCK OF ALL WASH MATERIALS DIVIDED INTO SIX LOTS TO CLOSE OUT.
YARD M ARKED DOWN .0 LESS THAN HALF ORIGINAL PRICE, AS FOLLOWS:
1 TAKES IN ALL OUR PRINTED LAWNS AND BATISTES THAT SOLD UP
TO 10c AND 122 A YARD. ROOM MAKING PRICE
20 PIECES PRINTED BATISTES AND DIMITIES THAT SOLD UP TO 15c
AND 18c A YARD. ROOM MAKING PRICE
INCLUDES ALL CLASSES OF WASH GOODS THAT SOLD UP TO 20c
AND 25c PER YARD. ROOM MAKING PRICE
TAKES IN ALL OUR 30c AND 35c WASH GOODS, SUCH AS LISLE TISSUES, TISSUE SUPREME, DOTTED SWISS MUSLIN, EMBROIDER
ED DOT. ROOM MAKING PRICE

IDENTIFIED.

MONUMENTS.
All k!nds of stone and .liable work.
Prices moderate. Shop and yard corner Fifth street and Railroad avenue.
H. Q. MAURINO.

the

FOn ANOTHER WEEK EVERY YARD OF WASH MATERIAL

ONE-HAt.-

& Co.

The Silver City Enterprise says that
a highly interesting event took place
at !) o'clock Wednesday evening at the
homo of Hon. Harvey Whitthill. of
this city, when hi3 daughter Miss Ollie
plighted her troth to Robert Bell. The
ceremony was performed by hev. H.
W. RuDner, the beautiful Episcopal
service being used. Only the immediate members of the family and a few
friends were present. Miss Whitehill
is one of the most ieautiful and popular girls in Silver City, and it was in
accordance with the eternal fitness of
things that she should be chosen
queen of the carnival during Silver
City 8 Fourth of July celebration. On
that occasion she was the recipient of
unuuual honors,, which she bore with
the same modesty and grace which
has made her so popular with her associates. She is a graduate of the new
Mexico Noiiiial school, and has been
a teacher in the public schools, which
position s:ie resigned but a few weeks
a?n. She Is in every way fitted to
make a bright, plrasant home, and the
;room an consbUr niniself fortunate,
indeed. Mr. Hell Is a son of the late
Jt.lin J. lull, one of the most brilliant
lawyers of New Mexico in his day, and
is a worthy young man who merits the
good fortune which has befallen him.
Bronchitis for Twenty Years.
Mrs. Minerva Smith, or Danville, 111.,
writes: "I had bronchitis for twenty
years and never got relief until I used
Foley's Honey and Tar which Is a suiv
cure." Alvarado Pharmacy.
Dcrolcg has a magnificent school
system.

In

Dry Goods Line.

JULY CLEARANCE SALE

Tennis ExDcrts Coming.
London, July 19. ihe English lawn
tennis team, consisting of the Doherty
brothers and Pym, sail for the United
States today to contest for the American championships. Their first appearance will be at Longwood the latter part of the month.
"My mother suffered a long time
from distressing pains and general 11'
health due primarily to Indigestion,"
says L. W. Spalding, Verona, Mo. "Two
years ago I got her to try Kodol. She
grew better at once and now, at the
age of 7G. eats anything she wants, re
marking that she fears no bad effects
as she has her bottle of Kodol handy."
Don't waste time doctoring symptoms.
Go after the cause. If your stomach is
sound your health will be good. Kodol
rests the stomach and strengthens the
body hy digesting your food. It is nature's own tonic. J." II. O'Rielly & Co.;
B. H. Briggs & Co.
BODY

Shoes,

Agents

:

&

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO.
Clothing or Groceries But Everything

No

singles and doubles. The winner in
singles will meet Raymond D. Little,
the old Princeton player, who won the
honor last year for the championship.
The winners of the first place in the
doubles will be the western champions
and will be called upon to play the
winners of the eastern doubles at New
port next month, and the winners of
that event will play at Newport for the
championship of the United States.
Vacation Days.
Vacation time Is here and the children are fairly living out of doors.
There could be no healthier place for
them. You need only to guard against
the accidents incidental to most open
air sports. No remedy equals DoWitt'a
Witch Hazel Salve for quickly stopping palu or removing dange-- of ser
ous consequences. For cuts, scalds and
wounds.
"I used DeWitfs Witch
Hazel Salve for sores, cuts and
bruises," says L. B. Johnson, of Swift,
Texas. "It is the best remedy on the
market." Sure cure for piles and skin
diseases. Beware of counterfeits. J.
H. O'Rielly
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Subscribe for The Citizen.

THE ALBUQUERQUE DAILY CITIZEN, SATURDAY - JULY
VAST RESOURCES.
The Santa Fe Central Will Open Up
a Good Country,
MINING MORE ACTIVE.

Since the construction of the Santa
Fe Central railroad, started from Ken
nedy to Santa Fe and to Torrance
raining in the southern part ot Santa
Fe county is more active, and people
are coming to the mountains prospect
ing, and some with view of investing
in some already developed properties,
says the American Miner. The building of the Santa Fe Central means the
' opening of a large country
that lies
south of the county of Santa Fe, ex- tending for over loo miles, where large
herds of sueop and cattle are kept Tne
land has heen taken up along the line
by stockmen, and cattle and sheep
ranch 's will be established along the
land, all being the very test for graz-- ing purposes.
At Kennedy, and for
twelve miles west, large deposits of
coal land have been located and opened
tip. These deposits are large and con-- i
tain the very best of heating coal. The
railroad company will have a large
, supply of coal for all purposes close to
the main lire.
The Santa Fe Copper Mining
to which place a spur of the road
itxvill be run, la one of the largest cop-- i
per properties in the territory. One of
plants was
the. lurcest modern steel
built by tho company ' iast year, the
smelter being able to treat 100 tons ot
ore Oaily. At present the Santa Fe
Copper Minirg company are only developing the large bodies of ore they
have, f'ut xteiiKlve operations will
not be made until tho Central railroad
is l.ullt to the plant, thus giving the
rntTnfint rhpsn frplffhf rntou nn fill
their fuel used here, which before had
to oe nauiea ny sman teams, costing
the company quite heavily for their
fuel, besides not being able to keep
the smelter running when bad weather
set In. Mr. McCoffery, the able manager of the company, has been putting
the plant In the very best working
shape, having placed machinery all
over the works, thus saving hundreds
of dollars to the company, when the
plan: is once more In operation. Large
bodies of copper ore have been opened
up late'y In different parts of the mine.
V
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com-.pan-

SAM CIENFUEGOS.

wita the assurance that by the time
for the opening of the school in September we will Ikj prepared to furnish
the highest grade of instruction In vocal and instrumental work -as previous'
ly announced.
W. P. TIGHT.
International Chess.
Hanover. July 19. Beginning today
and continuing for several weeks to
come the eyes of the chess world are
to be turned toward this city. The In
ternational tournament under the
of the German Chess aesocla
tion and the Hanover Chess club
this afternoon, when the pair
ing of the players took place. The
actual play, however. Is tot to begin
until Monday. Among the American
experts in attendance are Pillsbury,
Marshall and Napier. They will test
their skill at the game against such
well known players of Europe as
Blackburne, Mason and Lasker, of England; Janowskl, of France; Tschi-goriand Alapin, of Russia; Maroczy,
;
Wolf and Marco, of
and Tarasch, Miese, Scheve and Wal- brodt, of Germany.
As Is the custom In the German con
gresses, there will be three or four
other events In addition to the princi
Among these the
pal tournament.
chief feature is the
the winner being declared a
master and thus entitled to plav In sub
sequent international masters' tourna
ments, held .under the auspices or the
association.
com-mence-

n

Austria-Hungary-

Haupt-Tourne-

e,

Big Crowd Expected.

Tacoma, Wash., July 9. Final pre
parations for the national convention
to be held in Tacoma next week by the
Young People s Christian union or the
United Presbyterian church have been
completed. Applications for accommo
dations received by the committee in
charge of arrangements indicates an
unusually large attendance. At Its last
meeting the national committee of the
organization decided to hold the con
ventions biennially instead of annually
as heretofore and this is expected to
increase the number of delegates. Despite the distance, the east, as well as
Minnesota. Iowa. Illinois, Michigan,
Nebraska and other states of the middle west, will be represented. For the
entertainment of the visitors the local
Presbyterian churches, aided by other
denominations, have made elaborate
plans. The sessions are to continue
four days, during which time there will
be addresses by divines, educators and
other persons of wide prominence. Fol
lowing the close of the gathering a
number of side trips have been arranged to points of interest in the far
northwest.
.

SUNDAY, JULY 20.

The

Colombo Society
Picnic.
Do not forget Sunday, July 2. 1!W2.
the event of the season, the Grand Annual Picnic of the Christopher Colombo society, at the grove near Barelas
bridge, commencing at 8 a. ni. Come
and enjoy yourself. Band Concert.
Dancing, for which a fine orchestra
has been engaged. Come and see the
races and climbing the greased pole.
also the exciting chase for' the greased
pig. Refreshments of all kinds, cold
lunches, first class beer, liquors, cigars
and soft drinks. Balloon ascension at
8:30 by the famous Professor Bronco.
At night the whole grove will be illuminated by the finest display of fireworks ever brought to the city. Nothing like It ever seen here before, having been brought here especially for
this occasion.
Director of the races, pig race, sack
race, greased pole, little girls' race,
egg race for little girls, etc., P. A.
Guillen.
Director of Fireworks R. PurcclII.'
Director of Dancing P. Masotti.
Director of the Bar Frank Fracca-roli- .

n

Under-directorshi-

well-grasse- d

well-watere-

day.

Between politics, the
the important fact that the
ranges of the Magdalena mountains
were, at present, in fine condition owing to recent copious rains and that his
flocks of sheep were in prime condition
for all purposes. He is pleased with
his lambing, and the clip of his spring
wool exceeded expectations, amounting to about (3,000 pounds, for which
he obtained the highest market price.
The wool was sold to the local buyer,
and shipped to Boston the other day.
judgi-announce-

HALF AND HALF.

Whiskers Were Removed From One
Side cf His Face.
When No. 2 came in this morning a
young man jumped off on whose face
was about a week's growth of whiskers. After a hasty lunch he plunged
into the barber shop at the Alvarado
and the barber began work. The face
was covered with lather bdj but one
side of his face and neck was shaved
when the conductor shouted "All
aboard." The young man seized a
towel, made one mop

at his face,

To the Patrons

and Friends of the
Music School.
In view- of the conflicting reports'
which have appeared in the da..y papers concerning the engagement of
Prof. J. O. McNary, as director of the
miifcic scnool. it seems Uut Just to the
citizens of Albuquerque that we make

a statement concerning the matter.
After Professor McNary had accepted
our terms and had resigned his position in the Normal school and the
Oratorio society at Las Vegas, the
members of the Oratorio were so unwilling to give him up that they at
once offered him )3oo additional if he
would remain. This offer was so favorable to Professor McNary that he at
once askeu for bis release from his engagement with us. After due considall coneration of the nest interests
cerned It was decided to grant Professor McNary his request for his release.
We "desire to state further, that Professor McNary's resignation will in no
way affect the establishment of tl
school of music. Negotiations are already flnder way to secure a man for
the position who will meet every requirement. We therefore atk the patience and indulgence of our friends,

approved

and taxes paid. .
National bank notes outstanding
Due to otner National
banks
Due to State banks and
bankers
Individual deposits subject
to c heck
Time certificates of deposit
Certified checks

Cashier's checks outstanding

United States deposits...
Deposits of U. S. disbursing officers

201 211 North Second

VHff

MEAT

It always Is that you get from Farr's
market. Juicy, fine grained, fat and
delicious. We pride ourselves on being judges of prime meats and know
ing how to cut and trim them for the
moct critical, so that they are fit for
the table of a king. You can't get better meat anywhere in town than what
we serve every day to eur patrons.

office.

stable, conveniently located, large enough for two horses,
cow and buggy. Inquire at The Citi-

FOR RENT

FINE, TENDER

Street.

A

zen.
FOR RENT Two or three furnished
rooms for house keeping. 213 South

Third street.

Wm. Farr.

Brockmeier 8z Cox,

Arm-bruate-

r,

Cer-rlllo-

s,

GABDEN HOSE
LAWN MOWERS

George B. Williams,
DRUGGIST.

j08 East Railroad avenue.

WANTED Ten carpenters for Daw-Ecgood wages. W. B. Gilman.
WANTED 10 carpenters for Denver;
good wages.
WANTED Agents for Martinique dis-

Sweeney.
WANTED

Borradaile & Co.

48

18.717 84
13,947 82

HOUSE FURNISHINGS

35.

Gents' good second hand
clothing, shoes and hats, 515 South
First street. Call or address R. J.
Trustworthy person In
each eounty to manage business, old
established house, solid financial
standing; straight bona fide weekly
cash salary $18 paid by check each
Wednesday, with all expenses direct
from headquarters; money advanced
for expenses. Manager, 379 Claxton
Building. Chicago.
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16, 21, 23,

8. 30.

17,416 00
2,338 67

Five young men from Bernalillo county at once to prepare for
positions in the government service.
Apply to
Corres. Inst.,
Cedar Rapids, la.
WANTED To buy or rent a second
hand tire proof safe. Address M.
this office.

WANTED

Inter-Stat-

72,344 00
48,50 00
'

7,500 00
51

loO.boO 00
36,000 00
16,461 14
150,000 00
35,469 05
16,721 62
982,012 67
759.043 95
2,644 50
28.839 45
148,082 31
4,585

79

d

FRANK McKEE. Casftier.

Subscribed and sworn to before me
this 17th day of July, 1902.
HEHBERT F. RAYNOLDS.
Notary Public.

Attest :

JOSHUA S. RAYNOLDS.
HERBERT F. RAYNOLDS,
A. B. McMILkEN,

...

Our Office

Furniture, Crcckery, Ranges, Stoves, Glassware

.

00

Total
..$2,329,860 51
Territory of New Mexico, County of
Bernalillo, ss:
I. Frauk McKee, cashier of the
bank, do solemnly swear
that the above statement is true to the
best of my knowledge and belief.

j'J

1n

WANTED

00

314,929 98

2,329,860

LIABILITIES.
Capital stock paid tn....S
Surplus fund
Undivided profits, less

f

Both Phones

00

20

06,493 86

Total

Correct

at the Citizen

I

00
00
26

40

re-

serve agents
Ciiecks and other cash
Items
Exchanges for clearinghouse
Notes of other National
banks
Fractional paper currency, nickels and cents. . .
Lawful money reserve in
bank, viz.:
Specie
Legal tender notes ......
Redemption fund with U.
S. treasurer (5 per cent
of circulation)

above-name-

between Fourth and Fifth streets

on TIJeras road. All conveniences.
Apply to J. Romero.
FOR RENT 7 room house, 208 North
Arno. Wm. Kieke.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished room,
with privilege of bath, within two
squares of the postofflce. Inquire

,

aster. Fifty dolars a month or 60
per cent commission. Sample books
free. American Wholesale Co., 386
Wabash avenue. Chicago, 111.
WANTED At once, a number of
bridge carpenters to work on the
Santa Fe Central railroad. Apply
at company's general office, Santa
Fe, or to August Reingardt. Kenna
dy. N. M., via Gallsteo.
WANTED Customers to try our
bread, pies, cakes, pastry of every
description and delicious ice cream.
Be convinced that we supply the
best to be had in Albuquerque. New
England bakery, botn 'phones, oppoAnthony Xydias,
site postofflce.
proprietor.
WANTED To sell or exchange first
class standard make square piano.
Would consider trade for horse and
buggy. Address M., Citizen office.
WANTED Woman for general housework. Matthews Dairy, Bell 'phone

16, 1902.

Loans and discounts ....$1,058,951
Overdrafts, secured and
unsecured
26,795
U. S. Bonds to secure circulation
150,000
U. S. Bonds to secure U.
S. Deposits
150,000
Premiums on U. S. Bonds
12.000
Stocks, securities, etc....
42,813
Banking house, furniture
and fixtures
39,000
Other real estate and
mortgages owned
15,000
Due from National banks
(not reserve agents). . . 263,112
Due from State banks and
from

FOR RENT.
Five room brick house

Fair-view-

HORSE COMFORT

RESOURCES.

toss-- f

a quarter to the barber and dashed
.for the train. Shouts of laughter greeted him and the train pulled out with a
half shaven passenger wiping off the
lather and comparing the two sides of
his face.
d

ness, July

tankers

Santa Barbara and "Brai
Brith" Cemeteries.
Local Undertakers Santa Fe Pacific Railroad.

--

At Albuquerque, in the Territory of
iew Mexico, at the close of Busi-

Due

Superintendent

.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

Hon. F. A. Hubbell, County School Superintendent, Returns from
His Sheep Ranch.
Judge F. A. Hubbell, the well known
and popular school superintendent of
this county, returnee laBt night from
d
and
a visit to his
sheep ranges in the Magda-len- a
mountains.' He was a pleasant
ca.ier at The Citizen office at noon to-

Undertakers and Embalmers

.

:

BACK FROM RANGE.

FOR RENT

STRONG & SONS,

p

.

.

0. W.

Note
All classified advertisements
or rather "liners," one cent a word for
each Insertion. Minimum charge for
any classified advertisements, 15 cents.
In order to Insure proper classification
all "liners" should be left at this office noOater than 3 o'clock p. m.

FOR RENT Furnished room in private family, with bath. 516 ..orth
Director of Frultstand, Candy. Ice
Second street.
Cream and all Kinds of Soft Drinks
FOR RENT Large furnished rooms
E. Gradi.
over the postofflce, $10 a month.
Director of Lunch Stand, all Kinds FOR RENT Airy, comfortable rooms
of Cold Lunch P. Lammorl.
at Casa de Oro, with board. Call at
Bailoon Ascension
613 West Gold avenue.
of the famous
Professor Bronco.
FOR 8ALE.
Committee on Arrangements 1.
FOR
SALE An elegant riding pony,
Gradi, C. Granai, and F. Fraccaroll.
bridle and saddle. Enquire of Mellni
New Leyland Liner.
& Eakln.
Liverpool, July 19. The new twin-scre- FOR SALE Will sacrifice steam carsteamship Hanoverian of the
pet cleaning works cheap; good payLeyland line sailed for Boston today
ing Investment; poor health only
ship
on her maiden voyage. The new
reason for selling. Apply 510 North
is one of the finest of the transatlantic
Third street.
fleet. Her tonnage is about 14.000 FOR SALE Blacksmith and wheel
tons; length, 601 feet; breauth,
wrlght shop, stock and tools, four
feet, and sne has a capacity for nearly
houses and six lots, all for $2,000.
250 first cabin passengers. No other
Call on or address William
class of passengers Is carried, and this
Holbrook, Ariz.
gives the largest amount of deck space FOR SALE A good livery outfit very
whicn Is possible for an ocean steam
cheap; a chance for a man with
Ii8 Qold Avenue.
bulkship. There are nine water-tigh- t
BUILDERS' HARDWARE.
small means to go Into business;
heads of steel, and the ship is built to
have other business to look after
Lloyd s highest class, having a cellular
and must Bell. For further Informadouble bottom and bilge keels.
tion apply to John F. Williams,
OOCOCOOCOCOCOOCXXOCOCOOCXXDOOCCOOCOCOa
N. M.
A free lunch that is almost a banquet
A forty acre ranch near
FOR
SALE
will be served at Zelger's Cafe tonight.
railroad; 20 acres in fruit trees and
A cordial invitation to be present is
vines; 400 shade and ornamental
extended by Messrs. Quickel & Bothe.
trees; good pure water from a sixty
o
foot well; good adobe residence and
THAT IS WHAT WE CALL A PREPARATION FOR KEEPING THE
t
Demln-will
Investments In
lots
outhouses. For particulars inquire
double and treble In one yev.
FLIE3 FROM ANNOYING HORSES OR CATTLE.
APPLIED TO
at The Citizen office.
YOUR HORSE'S FACE OR BREA3T IN THE MORNING IT WILL
FOR SALE Stove wood, any length,
Cool free lunch at the White Ele
400 pounds for $1; cord wood, one
KEEP HIM COMFORTABLE THROUGH THE DAY. 25, 50 AND $1
phant tonight.
cord, $4.50. Call on or address G.
A BOTTLE.
Ribera, Old Albuquerque, N. M.
New Blacksmith Shop.
FOR SALE Several bea'':nul homes
We have opened a first class shop
and city lots. These are bargains
at 205 West Copper avenue. We make
and must be seen to te appreciated.
horse shoeing a specialty. Give us
No trouble to show property. See
a calU
Jno. W. McQuade.
W. L. BRACKETT & CO.
WANTED,
117 WEST RAILROAD AVENUE, ALBUQUERQUE, N. MEX.
Hot free lunch at the White EleA
WANTED
girl for general housephant tonight.
I
o
work. Apply to Mrs. B. A. Sleyster. oooocxaxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

He Is Not Dead Arrived This Morning From Philippines.
On Old Camp Ground.
A few months ago The.CJtiien anTacoma, Wash., July 19 Everything
nounced, on the strength of Information from Manila, at Samuel Cienfue-ges- , has been put In readiness at American
a New Mexico, soldier, was dead lake for the encampment of the Wash-intostate militia to be held there
In the Philippines, while fighting in
days. The camp
the Thirtieth infantry, 'regulars, for during the coming astenmat
occupied by
Uncle Sam. Tne report was false, as site is the same
was proven by Samuel walking into Camp Murray in 1892. lying on the
The Citizen office this morning and east side of the lake on the Olympla
personally announcing himself alive. branch of the Northern Pacific. Much
Photos.
He says be received two bullets from interest . is manifested among the
Don't buy any tickets from agent
Insurgents In a battle near Mandora, guardsmen as It Is tho first encamphave held since 1894. There representing our gallery.
the first bullet striking him in the left ment they
T. RISTELHUEBER,
leg and the next ball eniered his body, are at present twelve companies of in208 Railroad avenue.
passing into tne left lung. Sam was in fantry, and one troop ot cavalry in the
tae hospital at Manaora for three state organization, numoering aooui
If you are cool or, warm, , enjoy the
months, and was tned transferred to 700 officers and men.
free lunch at the White Elephant toManila, where he waB In the hospital
night.
Subscribe for The Dally Citizen.
for three, months. He reached San
Francisco on tho transport "3herman
on July 5, and after a rest up there
REPORT OF THE CONDITION
for a few days came on to this city.
of the
tonight
for
leave
home
at
his
He will
.
.
Santa Fe.
t--

aouaaaama

CLASSIFIED ADS.

Annual

C.

1902

1

Directors,

O

Trimming and
Painting,
Harness and

e

First street.

starts you In business. Week ending July 5. $20 made $'J6; week ending July 12, $20 made $116: week
ending July 19, $20 made $t2. It
gives you a weekly Income. Patrons
dear $40 to $200 per week. Our system perfect and no risk. We are the 0
oldest firm in the business. Being
in the racing business for ten years. COOOOCOOCOOCOCKXXXXXX
Write at oiice for particulars, etc.

$20

J.

o

Metropolitan Turf Bureau. 935 Market street, room 14, San Francisco,

Cal.
CASH PAID for distributing iamples.
Send 6tamp. American Distributer,
Kansas City, Mo.
BADARACCO'S

SUMMER

GARDEN

Just North of the City Limits.
Open day and night. Bar supplied
with best of liquors and elgars and ice
cold bottled beer. Ball and concert

Korber

& Co.,

ofiooovcnoooceocoeooo

I

THE OLD GOVERNMENT WHISKEY
FOR FAMILY USE,
CONVALESCENTS
AND INVALIDS.

Used In the Medical Department of the
United States Army and Navy Service,
recognized as the purest stimulant In
the market. Recommended by the best
medical authority in the land.

Sold exclusively by

MORELLO BROS.,

every Saturday evening, and concert
every Sunday afternoon. Bowling alley
free to visitors. Lunches served. Gar- ODOCOOOOOOOOOOOOOCOCOCO
den has swings and nice shade trees.
Everybody invited and good order preserved.
o
212 W. Railroad Avenue.
Liquid Veneer, makes old furniture
new.
Will put a brilliant, elastic,
finest line of Liquors and Cigars
transparent finish on any article of AllThe
patrons and friends cordially invitwood or metal. For sale by Whitney
Company and other Albuquerque deal- ed to visit "The Iceberg." Lunch is
terved every day.
ers.
STEVZ BALLING,
o
Proprietor.
Statehood cigars, two for 25 cents.

'
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The ICEBERG

.
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Saddlery
Repairing,
Expert Horse
Shoeing.

MISCELLANEOUS.
FOUND Umbrella. Owner can have
by proving property and paying for
this notice. A. B. Weaver, 307 South

-

j

CARRIAGES
REPAIRING.

J. A. SKINNER
Det-le-

r

In

Staple and

Fancy Groceries'
200

WEST

RAILROAD

.BUQUtRQUE, fl.

AVENUE,
M.

'
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Albuquerque Hardware Company

United

CAIN

MUM.

Workmen

Pay

tion on the grounds of abandonment
There are plenty more reasons
that can be injected lato the complaint,
it. Is Intimated, if the abandonment
charge Is not sufficient. It is expected
that the case will come up at the next
term of court if it Is not amicably settled in the meantime. An effort will
be made to have tne divorce go by default, by agreement, but the result
cannot be foretold until the clouds

oers'and General Hardware

Policies-Transf-

er

THE HUME KIDNAPING.

blow away.

Special Correspondence.
Las Vegas. N. M.. Juiy 18. General
Superintendent Cain went through en
route to La Junta this afternoon from
a trip over the line to El Paso and Silver City. Mr. Cain is a most pleasant
gentleman to talk to, and we predict
a successful career for him. When
your reporter interviewed him as to
the effect the Portales cut off would
have on Las Vegas, he replied, "Oh,
we know nothing about that yet It is
all in the air. It will be built some day
but no one can say when, S3 even the

Cutlery, Guns and Ammunition.
HERDERS

niNERS

Sb

TENTS

AND WAGON COVERS.
AGENTS FOR SAVAGE RIFLES AND CARBINES.
120 WEST GOLD AVENUE.

ALBUQUERQUE PLANING AHLLCo
--

Manufacturer

of-

-

Sash, Doors, Mouldings, Store Fronts,
Office and Store Fixtures, Wood Turn.;
ing and Mill Work of all kinds to order. MAIL ORDERS SOLICITED.

403 50UTH FIRST STREET.
.

Is a most Important factor in the
jewelry worn, and best results are
obtained from artistic designs and
tasteful settings. Our rings, brooch-es- ,
pins, etc, are of that high art
and quality found only In Jewelry of
the finest make.

T. Y. MAYNARD,
JEWELER.
Watch inspector A. T.
and S.'F. P. Railroads.

.

JlTIER

& S.

F.

Plumbing and Heating.
Orders from the outside solicited and
promptly attended to,
Albuquerque,

N. M.

poooocxxoo)oeK3xoo

i

A m m

QUIOKEL & BOTHE, Proprietors
5

BAR AND CLUB ROOMS
FINEST WHISKIES, IMPORTED A DOMESTIC WINES A COGNAC.
The Coolest and Highest Grade of Lager served.
Finest and Best Imported and Domestic Cigars

ooorooeo90KXttoxoox)o

Still a Growing

A. J. IVIAL0Y, 214

W. Railroad Ave

OK900O0004K30XOC

GROSS , KELLY & CO.
(Incorporated)

Hmff
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WHOLESALE

GROCERS

Wool, Hides, Pelts

"Si

tta

f

mmMil,';-;- !

e

It Takes the Best

of Values
TO INTEREST THE PUBLIC THESE WARM
DAYS, BUT WE ARE EQUAL TO THE OCCASION AND THE

HERE IN JULY ALWAYS
MAKES THIS 8TORE THE PROPER BUYING PLACE.

KIND OF PRICES YOU FIND

ASSORTMENT

WE ARE SHOWING A MOST ELEGANT

ALSO HAVE

OF CARPETS, RUGS MATTING, LINOLEUM.
VALUES IN HIGH ART DRAPERIES,

SPLENDID

CURTAINS,

PORTIERES, COUCH ANND TABLE COVERS.

Sheep on the Pecos Reserve.

It Is reported that there is a band

of sheep numbering about 6,000 head
on Dalton creek, aliout fourteen miles
from Santa Fe, on the Pecos forest reserve. A dozen of well armed herders
are said to be with these sheep. They
are believed to be in the district in
charge of Forest Hanger Robert J. Ew
ing. If these sheep are on the reserve
without permission, the attention of
Superintendent I. B. Hanna is called

to this matter, and steps for their re
moval should be taken by the proper
authorities without delay.
Committer Meeting.
Chairman F. A. Hubbell, of the ter
ritorial republican central committee,
will call the committee to meet in this
city on August 23, for the purpose of
selecting place and time for holding
the territorial convention to nominate
a candidate for delegate to congress
Towns desiring the convention will be
asked to submit their proposals to
the committee on August 23.
List Increasing.
Numerous additions are being made
to subscribers list of the Colorado Tel
ephone and Telegraph company. Some
of the latest are Blanchard Meat and
Supply company, F. H. Mitchell. S.
Vann & Son, Al Coleman, S.nger Sew
ing Machine company, Watson H
Downs, Vendome hotel. New England
bakery. W. M. Bowdish, A, A. Durgln,
Emll Klelnwort.

Tree Oils.
We wish to call attention to the fact
that we are the sole owners and manu
facturers of Tree Oils which we can

ESTABLISHED

OLD RELIABLE"

1878

L. B. PUTNEY,

WHOLESALE GROCER.
tha LarfMt
aad float Eztaoalva

Flour, drain
and Provisions. '
Car lets

Carrie

Stock af

Staple Groceries
louad aanthwaat.

apactatt jr .

FARH AND FREIGHT WAGONS,
Albuquerque

Railroad Avenue

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO.
DEPOSITORY

S.

U.

Depository for the Santa Fe Pacific and the Atchison, To-peand Santa Fe Railway Companies.
..$500,000.00
Authorized Capital
$200,000.00
Paid up Capital, Surplus and profits

ka

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS.

Joshua S. Raynolds, president; M. W. Flournoy, vice president; Frank McKee, cashier;
- A B. McMillan.
H. F. Raynolds,

recommend for catarrh, bronchitis,
neuralgia rheumatism, sore throat.
coughs and colds. One size only, 60c
oer bottle. Page & Voorhees, pre
scription druggists, next to Postonlco.
The choicest lunch to be secured will
be served at Zeiger's Cafe tonight. The
proprietors, Qulckel & Bothe, Invite ail
to be present.

---

---

o
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O
entire stock of colored par- O

Ail errors of vision scientifically corrected
55;
Our
S. T. VANN, DOCTOR OF OPTICS.
mean, 70. The mean humidity was O asols, the finest selection in the O
wuh -48.
city, will be sold at cost and be- - O
0
JEWELERS.
&
80N,
VANN
on
8.
loaded
Blea,
of
Rivera,
Leandro
0 low. Golden Rule Dry Goods 0
too much tanglefoot yesterday even- 0 Company.
0
ing, got too iiilarlous and was last
0
night Jailed. He was released today
Remember the Store.
on his promise to be good.
The store with the white front The
The infant of Theodore Chacon Is
very ill today with cholera infantum. Lion Store offers you such goods at
The little one is having a hard fight such prices which will not be met in
any direction.
for life.
o
F. M. Chacon will leave for Trinidad
Statehood cigars, two for 25 cents.
the first of the week, where he will
Native and Chicago Lumber.
Mrs. Chacon is expected
locate.
Deming has just been incorporated.
ud from Albucuerauo this afternoon.
ALAY,;7flCr,
Miss Mossie Burks, who has been in- Sherwin-Willia- ms
dispoeed for a few days, was last eve frj!r'-Bi,T.r- i;
DOORS,
BLINDS, PLASTKK
Covers More I Looks Best! Wears Long- 8ASH,
ninfc able to be about.
LIME, CKMKNT, GLASS, PAINT, Kto
est I Most Economical ! Full Measure
W. C. Barnes, of Colfax county, Hon.
J. S. Duncan and Capt. E. G. Austen,
First Street and Lead Avenue, Albuquerque.
of Las Vegas, the commissioners appointed by Judge Mills to appraise the
damage done by the Dawson railway
to certain property owners on tne right
of way, will leave Monday for El Paso
to begin work up tnrougn tne coun
yLL Havana
r

was

maximum,

85;

minimum,

We handle
K. C. Baking Powder,
Navajo Blankets,
Curtice Canned Goods,
Colorado Lard and Meats.
.

Good mmum

Albuquerque Foundry and Machine Wofks

1

for anybody!

try
Juan Rudolph, who was thrown out
of a buggy in a runaway, Wednesday,
and somewhat injured, ia reported as
getting along nicely and will soon be
able to try me norse again.
Rociada and El d'orvenir had a fine
rain yesterday. San Geronimo, also,
had a good shower Wednesday. The
rains in the last few days seem to have
been pretty general.
J. M. Hay, McFariand and Henry
Dinwoody went out on a coyote hunt
early this morning. They were successful, too. Three of the little animals were taken, two ot them being
alive. Mr. McFariand was out riding
on mesa the other tlay and saw one of
the animals about two mile3 from
town. The nest was located and the
trip tht3 morning during the early
hours resulted in the capture. Mr. Hay
says he is going to make a pet out of
his aapture.
W. Jones, who has been here for several weeks, left today foe Trinidad,
where he will remain. He hails from
"Mizzouri."

Engineer Rice is on the sick list

to-

B. Long, a son of Judge E. V. Iong
is here from California. He came in
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M. EAST LAt last night on No. 8.
VEGAS, N. M, AND GLOR-- I
A. A. Maloney and a couple of workmen went out to Los Alamos morning
ETA, N. M.
to do some work for William Frank.
The second chapter of the Hurac
kidnaping is now finished, and constitutes, in a measure, a victory for Mr3.
Hume, as she has possession of tiie
disputed lad. The child was turned
over to her this morning by the husR. P. HALL, Proprietor
band, after she had signed an agreement to let him see the lad when he
So much for the second chapdesired.
Castings;
Ore,
B
Shaftings.
Coal
and Lumber Cars:
Iron and
Poller
Now the third has taken the turn
ter.
Grade ar a, Bat bit Metal; Columns and Iron Fronts for Buildings;
expected, the filing of a suit for divorce. The divorce is abked for Mrs.
RepcJrs on Mining and Mill Mashinary a Specialty.
Emma Hume in a petitioa citing varFOUNDRY aiDO RAILROAD TRACK, ALBUQUERQUE, N. X.
ious things, but asking for the separa

Houses at

BALDRIDGE
Paint Building Paper

day.

a;

Headquarters for Carpets, Linoleum, Matting, Curtains, Blankets and
House Furnishing Goods.

J. C.

Our fancy coffee business for 1901 reached the snug amount of 10,000
pounds. We wish to deuble that in 1902, and In order to do so we are
offering the very best grades of coffee on the market at 40 cents per
pound. We are sole agents for CHASE & SANBORN'S celebrated Seal
Brand and Club House. We also have a full line of blended coffees
at prices to suit from 2f cents up. Our 3C cent blend we consider equal
to the most of the 40 and 46 cent grades offered by the trades.
As to teas. Everyone knows that we keep the very best to be had
In the territory.

r--

303 RAILROAD AVENUE, GRANT BUILDING

000000000 000000000
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Ross-Brown-

e

BROS.

206 West Gold Avenue,

survey has not been completed, and
the completion cannot be approximated." Asked as to how he found the
country on his trip, he said: "Prospects are good and everything is in
excellent condition. I will be down
here again soon and spend a day with
Superintendent Fox. I have lots to
learn about these parts, but will get
them after while." The reporter then
said the magis words, "Las Vegas
freight rates." He laughingly replied,
"Out of my line. I attend to the operation. Besides I am not authorized to
talk about the other departments, and
if I say nothing, I will have nothing to
explain." Mrs. N. J. Crowley and Mrs. James
Young have received from the A. O. U.
W. lodge the payment of the life insurance policies held by their husbands
in the sum of $1,000 each. This is quick
work, as the holders of the policies
have been dead only a few weeks.
The first consignment of ten cars of
wool from Belen to the
scouring plant here has arrived. There
are thirty more cars to follow.
The celebration of the seventeenth
anniversary of the Montezuma club
last night was a most pleasant affair.
The attendance was not as large as
usual, there being only about twenty-fivpresent. Six handed euchre was
the amusement, with a little dancing
afterwards. Mrs. W. G. Haydon won
the first prize at cards. Punch was
served as light refreshments.
Judge William J. Mills and Hon. C.
A. Spiesa returned yesterday evening
from their trip to Guadaluplta and report rain on the return trip.
W. F. White and J. J. Williamson, of
Roswell, are in the city for a few days.
The gentlemen are making a trip overland in a covered wagon and communing with nature en route.
Miguel Esquibel,
president of the
Tecolote grant, is in the city today con
ferring with other members about
grant matters.
JohnFlinn has entered into an agree
ment to sell to Mrs. S. N. Laughlin, of
California, a lot of mining property in
the Pecos river country. The consider
ation is to be $500.
Charles D. Watson has transferred
to Frank F. Zummack Consolidated
mines one and two, and a half interest
in numbers four, five and six, together
with the mill site and water rights
registered by him a short time ago in
the Rociada district. The consideration is $2,000. Evidently these properties in Rociada district are becoming
valuable.
Francisco and wife have transferred
to Aniceto Bustaniente a lot of real estate in township 16, this county. Consideration, $125.
The temperature record for the
twenty-fouhours ended at 6 o'clock

The attorney for Mr. Hume was seen
and asked what they proposed to do in
the divorce, if they would file a cross
bill, answered that they did not know.
He said if they had made the complaint only on the grounds of abandonment they would probably not fight the
case, as a divorce would be the only
satisfactory way of settling the family
trouble, that peaceable relations between the husband and wife would
probably be Impossible, and a divorce
was desired by both parties. It was intimated if the complaint was made otherwise, if more serious charges were
mnde. It would be fought, and a cross
bill entered.
The case of Juan Romero before
UnKed States Commissioner Bunker
for pasturing sheep on the forest reserve was this afternoon sent to the
grand Jury. Romero was bound over
under $200 bond, which he gave. Geo.
Langenburg, the forest Inspector and
complaining wltriess, told the reporter
he regretted to have to prosecute the
cases, but that he Intended to enforse
the law. He feels If the natives once
understand they whl be prosecuted for
trespassing they will stop causing

FABEft

ALBERT

'

DECORATIVE.

EFFECT

5

1902

only.

of Mining Property.

u

19

TH 1

Filler

ST. ELMO

SAMPLE AND CLDB BOOM.

lira

Finest
Whiskies,
Brandies,
Wines, etc.

JOSEPH BABNETT, Prop.
120 W. Railroad Ave, Albuquerque.

Residence, Automatic 'Phone 299
Automatic 'Phone No. 516.
Bell Telephone No. 115.

LOCAL UNDERTAKER

frnit
Wif M)
'FL0R0D0RA' BANDS ara
of sane value as tags from

'star: 'horse shoe:
navy:

COMHERCIAL

and

J. T.' Tobacco

RAILROAD.

CLUB BUILD1NO.
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SHIP YOUR PELTS TO
BEARRUP BROS. & CO

I

Wool

Pullers and Tanners,
Albuquerque, New Mexico.

WE DO CUSTOM TANNING OF
HIDES, SKINS AND FURS.

'spearhead: 'standard

. 'OLD PEACH & HONEY

SANTA FE PACIFIC

First-clas-

s

work done and satisfaction guaranteed
Please write us for prices.
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New 'Mexico Towns
LORDSBLRG.

From tht Liberal.
There have been rains in every
little
rectlon from town, hut
water has fallen in town.
Eliston Jones, who has heen assayer
for the Lena Mining company, left
Tuesday for his home at Albuquerque.
John MeCabe left Saturday for Globe
on special business. Next Monday he
and Miss Ida C. Wilson will be married at the residence of Miss Wilson's

tlster

In

that town.

The old lable about there being no
passenger traffic over the Southern
Pacific in the summer time has gone
out. Sunday the passenger train consisted of Jitteen cars, and all the
cars were filled.
Jack Rutland returned to Giant
county this week. Some time ago Jack
went to South America, "to make his
fortune." On his return Be was asUed
if he had made It. and he said he was
blamed glad to get back.
Judse Abbott and W. E. Allen, of the
Stein's Peak Mining company, went up
to Albuquerque on a business trip the
first of the week. They probably will
dispose of some of the stock of the
company while tin re.
Poisoning the System.
It Is through the Dowels that the
body is cleansed of impurities. Constipation keeps these poisons in the system, causing headache, dullness and
melancholia at first, then unsightly
eruptions and finally serious illness unless a remedy is applied. DeWHt's
Little Early Risers prevent this trouble
by stimulating the liver and promote
easy, healthy action of the bowels.
These little pills do not act violently
but by strengthening the bowels enable them to perform their own work.
Never gripe or distress. J. H. O'Uielly
pas-cente-

r

& Co.; D. H. Brlggs & Co.

RATON.

Brutal Special Policeman New Railroad Totally Blind.
From the Range.
Miss Hope Brackett, who recently
underwent an optical operation in Denver, was brought home by her sister,
Mrs. H. E. Porter.
The operation
proved futile and she is now totally

-

blind.
Mrs. Dr. Tansy, a health seeker from
Chicago, who has spent the past six
niortl s In Raton, leaves lor Denver,
where she will be Joined by her husMrs. Alsop,
band. Her sister-in-laaccompanied her.
A. L. Moon and wife, after spending
a weok in Raton, left for Las Vegas.
Mr. Moon is the general organizer ior
the Fraternal Brotherhood and he and
Mrs. Moon did a great deal of good for
the Raton lodge while here.
G. E. Burford, cashier of the Citizen's bank of Mulhall, Okla., is In the
city investigating the opportunities for
business, and may make this his home.
He is foimerly from Appleton City,
Mo., and has meet here ueveial old
the same place.
friends
Thursday night Frank Dohlman, a
special policeman, got himself irto
trouble which for a time threatened
to be serious by using his club over
the head of an unoffending man. Dohlman fc'RS pursued by more than 100
men, recks and other missiles were
hurled at hira. and he barely escaped
his pursuers unharmed. Dohlman has
been "keeping peace" at tbe
eirce the Fourth of July, but nls
services as a peace officer will doubtless be discontinued.
Thomas B. Harlan und Max Ko'.h-ler- ,
representatives of the St. Louis
cap 'alif.ts who will invest money in
the building of the Cimarron River &
Taos Valley railroad, which will run
from Raton to Taos, via Colfax county's leading gold mining camp, returned to Raton this week from a trip over
the proposed route. The gentlemen
are perfectly satisfied with the possibility of the line, and give assurances
that the work of building will commence In a very short time. Mr. Harlan is yet in the city, arranging for
coccecslcns from the Maxwell Grant
company and Mr. Kochler returned to
fit. Louis the first of the week.

BAD BABiES

SAN MARCIAL.

Bxaca
Nice Party

at Home of J.

E.

Nichols-Lo- cal

Paragraphs.

ill-fe- d.

Special Correspondence.
San Martial, N. M.. July 16. A party
was given In honor of Misses Mabel
and Maggie Tweed at the home of J. K.
Nichols. Those present were Misses
Bessie Hltchceck, Minnie McC'on'h,
May Watkins, Delia Barton, IMna
Manning,
Rhea Price. Katie Horn,
Lizzie Hockett, May Crawford, Rosa
Pelton, Mabel and Masgle Tweed.
Louis Friend.
Lulu Nichols, and
Messrs. John Baiton. Mr. Love. Jay
Watklng. Sidney Hockett, Charles
Hajinn, John Gallagher, George Lyle.
Lawrence Broylea. Misses Mabel and
Maggie Tweed will leave here next
week for their future home at Alamo-gordo- .

who use Doctor P,
rierce's Favorite fcx
'

Prescription, arerVi.V?
generally healthy
una bRppv,
have heal thy.
Wren. KftW

f,V- 'titUil
.

f

ABSTRACTS OF TITLE TO BERNAI ILLO COUNTY REAL E8- TATE AND MINING PROPERTY FURNISHED PROMPTLY. WILL
INSURE YOUR PROPERTY IN BEST COMPANIES AT LOWEST
RATES.
HOUSES RENTED. RENTS COLLECTED. TAXES .'AID
AND ENTIRE CHARGE TAKEN OF PROPERTY FOR RESIDENTS
AND NON RESIDENT8.

Favnrilr Prescription n one of the brt medicine for wnmen. writes Mrs. Mary Mtirdork,
Murilock.of toss WowUH Ae .Topeka, Kan. I
sider it the best medicine made, i know it has
am the mother of ten children and
no equal.
only one living the tenth one. She is one vear
old and is as well and hearty as can be. She" i a
beauty, of my othrr babies, one lived to be one
year old. but lite was always feeble. I tried different doctors, but none of them could tell me
what my trouble was. Thev said I was well
anil atronir. I was examined by surreons but
they found nothing wrong, and they were
puzrted to know what mv trouble was. I did
not know what to do, so I thought this time I
would try Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription. I
took it the entire nine months and now have a
fine baby ffirl. and I cannot praise your medicine enough for the good it did me."

"Favorite Prescription" makes weak
women strong, sick women well. Accept
no substitute for the medicine which
works wonders for weak waraeit.
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets are easy
and pleasant to take. A most effective
laxative.
Tne Prevailing Fad.
For the occult, the mythical and tne
astrological, has Inspired a clever designer to utilize the idea by producing
a series of twelve unique and beautiful
designs for birthday pillows. Zodiacal
sign, the ruling planet, the gem to be
worn, the appropriate flower, the astral
colors and a Jingling rhyme referring
thereto, all well arranged and tinted in
colors, ready to embroider. Price for
top and back, C5 cents, at the Economist.

Paine's Celery

(ESTABLISHED 1S'J.)

Real Estate,
Fire Insurance,
Loans

A

soothes the nerves,
promotes the appetite and causes
sleep to be sound
and refreshing. It
pives a (jreat physical vigor and muscular elasticity so
that the baby's advent is practically
painless. Tl is the
best tonic for nursing mothers, restoring
strength and promoting an abundant
flow of nutritive secretions.
"I cn chrerfully rreommrnd Dr. Pirc- -

n

M. flOORE
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Jemez Hot Springs.
The public Is invited to visit the
ffl , xzfififf ffl
famous health giving springs. First
VfeSoIHiCnbb
celebration ct Raton from Springer
class accommodations can be found at
were: Mr. and "wis. Robert Johnson,
the Stone hotel. Bathing, good trout
James Gillespie and family, J. T. The Great Tower or Safety and Rock fishing and beautiful scenery are only
a few of the attractions of this delightTowner and W. K. Irwin. All report
of Health in the Hot
C. J.
having had a splendid time.
ful resort.
Weather.
Gavin seeme.l to be the leading figure
MRS. OLIVE CORCORAN,
in seeing that all visitors were made
Stone Hotel.
o
comfortable and enjoyed themselves.
Rubber in Your Dollars.
Nervous diseases when aggravated
A. R. Bass, of Morgantown, Ind., had by mental disturbances produce more
If there a any time in the year when
to get up ten or twelve times In the causes of insanity in the hot weather you can stretch your dollars out, It's
night and had severe backache and than at any other season of the year, now. Ihe Lion Store.
pains in the kidneys. Was cured by Nervous headache, r3rvous dyspepsia,
Demlng will be tne great smelter
Foley's Kidney Cure. Alvarado Phar Sleeplessness and chronic constipation
Two large plants will be Inmacy.
induce depression of spirits, extreme center.
stalled within the year.
despondency
fears,
morbid
weakness,
o
SANTA FE.
and languor; from these dread insaniteming has Increased 60 per cent. In
slowly
ity
surely.
comes
and
From the New Mexican.
population In four years.
Nervous surferers have a dread of
A cloudburst in the Espanola valley
We are sole agent for Wheeler &
yesterday afternoon washed out a hot weather. Finding themselves deep
t
bridge on the Denver & Rio er in the pit of misery than they were Wilson sewing machines, the beRt ou
Grande railroad and there will be no In the spring and early Bummer, they tne market. Albert Faber, 305 Railroad
avenue.
are In utter despair.
train until tomorrow morning.
o
There is hope for you, dear reader,
Ills forenoon between 200 and 300
two for 23 cents.
cigars,
Statehood
you
You
of
if
are
one
tne
sufferers.
children above the age of 7 years were
Celery
In
Com
of
need
Paine's
stand
confirmed at the cathedral by Arch
Demlng ships over 1U0.000 head of
bishop Bourgade. The stately edifice pound, that great builder of the ner- cattle annually; Is the center of the
com
vitalizing
system.
vous
action
Its
was crowded with parents and other
greatest breeding region In
south
mences with the first bottle you use. west and cattle men all knowthethis.
relatives of those confirmed.
In
Immediately
Real Estate Agent Elias Brevoort The volume of blood
says that within the past few days he creases in the arteries, and the body
In Demlng tne nemand for rental
had inquiries for twenty to thirty mod- is fully fed and nourished. Your ap houses la five times in excess of the
ern cottages such as the Hinckley cot- petite becomes regular and natural, supply.
tages on Johnson street that rent from the nerves and brain are strengthened,
Deming! Have you been there? If
20 to $25 a month. Not being able to and you have impulses of health that
not, you should get there for the big
supply them, all of those people left cheer the soul.
This remarkably remedy will truly sale of lots on the 17th of this month.
ior other parts of the Bouthwest.
F. B. Bailee and sister. Miss Mary meet your case and give you a new
Barbee, of Auburn, 111., are the guests life; it will lay the foundation for hap- of Demirg is the gieat mining venter
the southwv...
of Mr. and Mis. Alan McCord. Miss piness and long years. We counsel you
Barbee comes here lor her health and to try this marvelous summer health
Just
received a large shipment of
her brother will locate here if ne iinds restorer at once, and enjoy the bless- Japanese and Chinese matting. Albert
He was a resi ings of health.
iiumness opening.
Faber, 305 Railroad avenue.
o
dent of the territory at Fort Wingate.
life.
safeguards
kidneys
are
of
Sound
"I am using a box of Chamberlaln'E Gallup and Albuquerque three years Make the kidneys healthy with Foley's IT
Stomach and Liver Tablets and find ago.
Prof. W. G. light, president of the Kidney cure. Aivarado Pharmacy.
them the best thing for my stomach I New
Mexico university at Albuquer
jusRobinson,
ever used," says T. W.
SILVER CITY.
was in Santa Fe yesterday after
tice of the peace, Loomis, Mich. These que,
to
noon
McNary,
of
Prolessor
the
Improverr.enta Going On Mica Ollie
tablets not only correct disorders of
unhersity at Las Vegas. Pres
Whitehill Married Other Items.
the bowels but regulate the liver and Nouual
McNary
Tight
made
ident
Professor
Special Correspondence.
bowels. They ore easy to take and
an
Albuquerque
come
to
to
to
offr
pleasant in effect. Price 25 cents per
Silver City, N. M., July IS The contake charge of the conservatory of mu- tracts for the improvements thnt are
box. For Eale by all druggists.
sic which is to be established in con going to lie made on the Thinner house
All Havana
nection with the New Mexico univer which was recently purchased by parCERRILLOS.
sity, but It is understood that Pro ties In thin city to lie convertt-- into a
Ross and Weils Resign Their Posi- fessor McNary declined.
sanitarium, have Ucn li t and lhc work
tions Birtnday Party at the
will be commenced right av ay. ..early
Neis Home.
FEED THE CHILDREN.
$10 0110 will be sp. iU in Improvements
From the Register.
the property by the new owners.
'in
posiLearn
Them.
What to Cive
Fred North has resigned his
'; he property was I ought by iu-sO. S.
People?
with weak children should
tion as assayer at the Cerrillos smelsome
und
associates.
Warren
look to food for making the youngsters
ter.
James Gilbtt returned from Califor
James Brrtone Is out on crutches stout and healthy. Scientific selection nia ou today's incoming passenger
and nays his broken leg Is doing as of food is the true way to health.
trn;n. It U reported that Mr. Gillett
A mother speaks of hor experience
well a.i (onl i be expected.
will make a run lor a county office on
J. P. MrNulty is aain able to be on In feeding children. She says. "About the democratic ticket this fall.
ago
Isayear
2
years
two
old
our
lfttle
in
hand
tarrying
his
street,
but
is
the
Charles Merrill has accepted a posioi the snake bite bella was taken with stomach and bow- tion
a .dir.? on
with IS. CoEgrove, the hardware
very
was
at
low
so
el
She
trouble.
week.
labt
received
merchant.
C. W. Rote and lcslpned his position times that we despaired of her ever re
Joint Card, who has bet n in the
wiih the Cothitl eompuny, at Madrid covering.
of K. CoFrove for several years,
digest
lightest
could
not
She
about
the
the
to
expects
leave
here
and
evening for St. l.onis. where
last
bit
lingered
along
report
A
She
been
kind
of
food.
from
has
first of next month.
he w.ll take a position as traveling
August
In
November
to
that
by
to
the
condition talesman lor a b.trge uhohsale. hardinterested parties,
circulated
effect that he bad been discharged when I decided to try Grape Nuts in ware company.
He will nu.Uj New
This Is absolutely false, as ho leaves tniall quantities three times a day. I Mexico and Arizona.
boiling
purpose
theof poured
request lor
water over them and The many trienns of EitLei.c Mite hell
by his
let tliem :tind five minutes to soften, who
taking a more nrotitahie tiusini-issla now located in El l'aso. will be
The other dav Master Bonnie Neis then added weet cream and a very lit- phased to hear tln.t he will in the near
celebrated nis ninth -birthday anni tle susar.
return to this city
has
Well, from that day. the 15th of No- future n very fine position a:ul
versary by eiiterlaininf- a lui&e num
lu re.
ber of hii young friends and playmates vember, lsys, until now we have never
Silver City base ball team will
at biitlu'av uany. At noon a ciaintv bad to give her a drop of medicine and soThe
over to Fort Hayard t play the
dinner was served by Mis. Neis bimI the is the picture of wealth. So also Fort team
next Sunday.
presided over by JuiIro Nc's., with th Is my little boy now 2 years old. He
wedding of Miss Ollie White- on the baa lived on Grape Nuts ever since he hillThe
lordly air which Ills expcrii-ncRobert Hell toon place
the
l.pnrn haa taueht him to ar.sunie on was 1 year old and is the stoniest lit homeandof the bride's parmts inat this
par
you
fellow
the
tle
and
nearly
occasions,
ever
saw.
such
city lai;c Wednesday evtuing. The
Nearly everyone asKs what I feed brid is well known in this i it y. having
ticlimnts did ample justice to Mrs
In
cooking,
the
l.ate
excellent
the children for they are so big and been born here. As a test for her pop
afternoon the young fclks tU'patttd healthy.
ula;ity end the numerous friends she
mar.y
happy
wUhing Master Bonnie
Our 12 year old daughter began to possesses in this city, she was elected
vevy
plepsaut occasion have headaches about last Christmas
returns of the
of the Elks' carnival held here
We reeret very much to boar that p.nd we put glasses on her. She got on the Fourth and fifth of July. The
7L0R0D0RA 'BANDS are
v
s
Superintendent J. L. Wells has
some better but was still very poorly. groom is a young man who has been
value as tags from
took away most of her food raised from childhood in Silver City
ered bis connectien wih the Consul! Finally
cf
sdrne
dated Mining & Smelting company an put her on Grape . uts. She stead- and hai many friends.
Mr. Wells is an honest, upright public ily improved and js now able to go to
treas
The quarterly statement of
'SPEARHEAD'. 'STAIWARD HAW
eplrltei citizen, who has done as much school regularly and is quite well. urer of Grant county just the
published
for our town since he came here as Name given by Postum Co., Battle for the quarter ending June 30, 190- -'
'OLD PEACH & HO HEY"
any man in it, and It will be a matter Creek. Mich.
shows a balance on hand of over S 41.,
Ixjok for free recipe book in each ooo. It shows a total collection for
sr.d Zl. T." To be ceo
of general regret in the community if
he should decide to move away. As a package of Grape Nuts.
of $33,273.06.
merry-go-roun-

J.

Are often only hungry babies. They cry
nd fret because they are
The
healthy mother is sure to have good
babies; babies that coo and sleep and

metallurgical engineer he has no superior in his line of work, and the perfect manner in which the smelter has
been constructed in every part is
greatly due to his ablniy and conscientious devotion to the company's interests. Some time ago an altercation
aroso between Mr. Wells and some of
the officers of th-- company in regard
to the transfer of some property,
which caused a breach between him
and the company and led to his resignation. Mr. Wells has no definite
plan3 as to where he will go, but has
business interests which will compel
got a little
Yesterday evening'
him to remain here for some time, and sprinkling, but as usualwenot too much
wo very much hope that circumstances
hurt the ground.
will warrant his remaining a citizen of to Henry
Russell came In from bis
our town.
ranch this morning and this evening
Such ftuick trips as this Is what Mr.
Don't Fail to Try This.
pays to San Marcial.
Whenever an honest trial is elvcn to Russell
The Santa Fe pay checks arrived
Electric Ditters for any trouble it is re- here
today.
commended for a permanent cure will
Indian fountain at Albuquerque
surely be effected. It never fails to tone hasThe
brought down here and will
been
regulate
kidneys
stomach,
and
the
the
put In the park.
bowels, stimulate the liver, invigorate be
Ciiarles Owings, head miller of Helen
the nerves and purify the blood. It's a roller
mills, came down yesterday
systems.
wonderful tonic for
morning
and returned to Belen this
Electric Bitters positively cure kidney
farohy.
and liver troubles, stomach disorders, morning with bis wife and
nervousness, sleeplessness, rheumaSummer complaint is unusually pre
tism, neuralgia, and expels malaria valent among children this season.
Satisfaction guaranteed by all drug- well developed case in the writer's
gists. Only 50 cents.
family was cured last week by the
timely use of Chamberlain's Colic, Cho
SPRINGER.
lera and Diarrhoea Remedy one of
Personal Paragraphs Regarding Peo- the best patent medicines manufactured and which is always kept on hand
ple oi a Northern Town.
at the home of ye scribe. This is not
From the Siockmtn.
intended as a free puff for the compa,
transwas
Manuel Arellano
in Raton
ny, who do not advertise with us, but
acting business.
to benefit little sufferers who may not
Rev. B. F. Baker left for Missouri be within easy access of a physician.
and Iowa on business, expecting to be No family Bhould be without a bottle
gone ten days or two weeks.
of this remedy in the house, especially
A. C. Voarhees, a Raton attorney, In summer time. Lansing, Iowa, Jourcame down from Raton in attendance nal. For Bale by all druggists.
at the funeral of J. W. Eshenour.
o
C. R. van Houtsn came up from Las
Vegas, leaving for hiB ranch at Cimar- Insanity Due to Nervous
ron Just after breakfast.
Mrs. Juan Sandoval and son, Ramon,
of Raton, returned home, after a short
and Mental Troubles.
visit with relative a here. Mrs. Sandoval had not been in Springer for
about nine yetrs.
Frank Briggs, C. J. Gavin, Robert
ComCampbell, W. D. Kershener, W. G.
Hughes, Henry Jones and a few other
Elks came down from Raton and were
in tttendance at the funeral of J. W.
Eshenour.
Those attending the Fourth of July
run-dow-
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Albuquerque Abstract Company
Next Door to First National Bank.
New Telephone 222.
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We have just received a car cf first class wines, the best and
est product of California, consisting of
TOKAY, SHERRY, ANGELICA,
MALAGA,

pound,

MUSCATEL,

HOCK, JOHANNISBERGER,

PORT,

fin-

CATAWBA,

RIESLING,

RUDES-HEIME-

ZINFANDEL, SAUTERNE, GUTEDEL,
CABINET AND BURGUNDY.
In quarts and pints and which we vill offer for the present month at
close prices to make room for another car which will arrive next
month. Also above wine in barrel lots at prices which we are sure
will suit parties who wish first class goods.

BACHECHI
107

and

109 S.

&

First Street,

GIOMI
Albuquerque,

New Mexico.
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PRESCRIPTIONS
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Mutual Telephone 143.
Albuquerque.

Railroad Avenne and Second Street.
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When you want to Jbuy Flour and Bran, or want to sell
Wheat, write to
BELEN, N. M.
JOHN BECKER, Proprietor.

B "PA.L3VtER.
J.
Hay, Grain, fitaplo and Fancy Groceries.

)

o--

i

Mail Orders Receive
501 Worth

Prompt Attention
Pure Llgtt Brahma Ucgs for Hatching
Albuqueroue.

Firt Street

Nw Me let.

N!'

tpie-e-

Toti & Gradi

1

star: 'horse. shoe:

1

DEALERS

GROCERIES

-

the-quart-

Telephone

AND

IN

L10BORS.

Free deUrery to

lil.

Flour, Feed, Provisions, Hay
and Grain.
Imported French and Italian
Ooods.
Sole agent for San Antonio Lime.

tl 1 parts

of the city.

S13, 215, 217

North Third

Stiet
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UNIQUE DISTINCTION.
New York Now Has

the Temporary

this season. A large number' of the
hundreds of thousands of New Yorkers
who visit the resort every summer are
members of organized labor and for
years Coney Island has swarmed with
waiters, bartenders, chorus
girls, and other workers. A campaign
has at last been decided on, and com
mittees will visit the resorts and or
ganlze the waiters, waitresses, sing
ers, etc., until Coney Island Is a union
non-unio-

National Capital

:

SCHWAB'S NEW HOME.

n

place.

New York. Julv 19. Now Yrtrk pn
Joys the unique distinction of having
the capital of the nation temnorarllv
situated In the state since President
Roosevelt Is spending bis vacation at
uyster Bay. It does not seem, howev
er, as if Mr. Roosevelt Is having much
rest, for his vacation Is pretty well
sandwiched between business, and the
staff of assistants seems not only as
ousy as ever, but has been increased
by several members since the presl

men out and forty "man taking strikers'
places. The local officials have been
forced to kindle fires In engines, due
to the fire builders joining the strikers.
The men say they will not work with
"scabs." It is understood that other
orders will go out. The company has
a strong guard of men about the shops.

C

111,

1902

7

r
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No False Claims.

The proprietors ot Foley's Honey
and Tar do not advertise this as a
"sure cure for consumption." They do
not claim It will cure this dread complaint in advanced cases, but do positively assert that it will cure in the
earlier stages and never falls to give
comfort and relief In the worst cases.
Foley's Honey and Tar is without
doubt the greatest throat and lung
remedy. Refuse substitutes. Alvarado
Pharmacy.

The social Influence of New York. It
seems, Is being extended over to the
capital, where all things are consider
ed to be comme 11 faut. It Is reported
that the postofnee authorities there,
following the plan of some New York
social leaders, will Issue a series of
stamps to be useu on en
small
velopes containing visiting cards and
petite notes. These miniature stamps
NEW MEXICO MINING.
will no doubt be very popular on ae
count of the prevailing custom all over
dent arrived at Sagamore hill the first the country of sending cards of con Camps Near Silver City art Doing
week in July.
Well This Year.
Rratulation. condolence, farewell, etc..
out rxew lork claims the credit for the
The Denver News correspondent.
Politicians are wondering If wonders Innovation.
writing from Silver City, says: The
will never cease In New York. The
Michigan-NeK, O. M.
Mexico Copper compa
latest sensation Is the reported lnten
ny 1b working a new force of men on
m
w mw
a
tion of
of Police William S.
M
EVERY WALK IN LIFE.
their properties in Lordsburg and at a
CALLER Diar old Jack, IJust read lu ttaa paper about your belnff
Devery, by his friends, to become the
very slight depth in the hillside have
and
sunstmck.
over.
rushed
I'm awfully OKA
leader of Tammany hall. This seems Albuquerque Citizens Appreciate "The struck large ore lodies. The hillside you're aa well as you are. You're lucky. Now. old man. I don't want to work the old "I to?d
all the more surprising from the fact
Little Conqueror."
J
kCeP
C,ean
"heated
tte
bWel8
J by Ukfna
ole
and co1' nd th
the mines are covered
""om beinfl
Vr?rrVef
Every class of citizen has sick kid surrounding
that Tammany owes its defeat at the
a
at
They work while you sleep, and keep you safe and comfortable
with piles of ore of good grade.
neys.
M day. w
The busy business man rushing
last mayorality election largely to Mr.
The Lena Mining company, owner
Devery.
Old timers laugh over the through life on the run falls to realize of the famous Miners Chest mine, has
matter, and new broom men shake the constant strain he daily puts upon
operation and closed down
their heads, but admirers of the ex the kidneys. The mechanic foiced to suspended
tne mill, owing to a difference among
chief say that "touchin' on and apper assume unnatural positions, stooping the directors. As
mine is a pay
taining " to the leadership, to use a and straining at bis work, does not ing proposition. It this
is likely the shut
TWENTY-SECON- D
famous phrase of Mr. Devery s, he will know that his backache is simply kid down will be of short duration.
get It, for the big fellow never went at ney ache. The clerk on his feet continA large body of carbonate ore was
ter anything he didn't get. He Is going ually, leaning over a counter or desk; struck on the Atlantic property last
conductors, engineers, week on the strength of which the
to qualify for the shoes of Richard railroaders,
Croker by capturing the leadership of street car men subject to constant jar management will immediately erect a
the Ninth Assembly district, then he Is ring, all have backache from the kid steam hoisting plant on the Blue Bird
going to make things hum. The out neys. Women at their household du- mine from which good ore has already
come will be watched with interest.
ties, boys and girls at play overtax -- e been Taken. On account of the short
kidneys and give them more work than age in the water supply the work of
If credence can be given to the var they can do. Tis a fortunate thing the concentrating
ore cannot be done
Ions reports the democrats are going kidneys warn you when in trouble; continuously, athe
to have a more distinguished number that they cry out for help; don't ne- to the company. source of great trouble
of stump speakers this year than they glect the warning; don't neglect a bad
shafts on the property of
have had before in many years. From back. A lame, weak or aching back, if theSeveral
North American Mining company
a source supposed to be reliable and neglected means future trouble. Doan s are
sunk to a depth of 400 and
trustworthy It is stated that Edward Kidney Pills kill every form of kidney 500 being
feet under the supervision of D.
who ran against Mayor ill, cure a bad back and make sick W. Brlel of Shamokin, Pa., an exper
JiOW at the last municipal election, has kidneys well. Doan's Kidney Pills are
mining man. T. A. Lister of
promised to make several speeches in endorsed by people you know. Read ienced
Wliliamsport, Pa., president and man
the interest of the democratic state what a Kansas City citizen says:
ager of the company, is well pleased
Nixon is also included
ticket.
Mr. H. T. Hazen, of 1007 Grand ave with the outlook and is sparing neithin the list and while no itinerary has nue, Kansas City, blacksmith employ er labor nor expense. The property
yet been considered for the former ed at the urle Mining and Machinery comprises 6lx claims, the ore from the
Tammany chieftain, it s said that he Co., says: I suffered from most de- Cobra Negro mine averaging about $30
will probably address gatherings in all pressing pains in my back, so much at per ton in copper and paying values
the large cities of the state.
times that I could scarcely attend to in gold and silver.
my work, could hardly get out of bed
the comparatively shallow depth
It is the present plan of the city to mornings and could not ride on street of Atfifty
feet, W. J. Morris, owner of
Twenty-Tbuild at once, at the foot of East
cars, for the least jar meant excruciat- the Martha mine, has just struck gold
hird
street, an Immense public ing pain.
There was also a weakness
valued at $1,000, and it seems to
floating bath to accommodate at least of the kidneys, which caused me incon- ore
be quite plentiful.
18,000 at a time. The dock department
venience and distress, besides breakScarcity of water has caused tho
owns a block of property at this point ing my rest at nights. I saw Doan's closing
of the mill of the Wilson
and an immense floating dock would Kidney Pills advertised, and tried Milling down
and Mining company at Volbe a great improvement to the prop- them. The treatment effectively and cano. As
soon,
season
erty. The appropriation required for promptly relieved me of the pain in my sets in operations aswillthebe rainy
resumed
and
$200,this undertaking would be about
(Spectacular Effect)
back, and the other annoyances entire- greater depth will bo reached as the
average
000. Hitherto the
amount the ly disappeared. There has not been values Increase accordingly, both in
city has paid for its floating baths has the slightest recurrence since."
gold and silver.
been about $18,000.
such emphatic statements can
There is a well defined rumor that
Just
Plans are running along nicely for be had right here in Albuquerque. Drop Granite Gap has been sold during the
the construction of Chas. M. Schwab's into the Alvarado Pharmacy and ask past week, the consideration being in
palatial residence, which will be the what their customers report.
This
the neighborhood of $50,000.
finest in. New York. This is saying a
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 property has been' a steady producer
great deal, when one considers the cents.
Co., Buffalo, N. for more than twenty years.
magnificence
of such mansions as Y., sole agents for the United States.
J. F. Graham, the Denver mning
Carnegie,
Andrew
John Jacob
those of
Remember the name Doan's and magnate, is in the city inspecting the
Astor, the Vanderbilts, Gerry's and take no other.
property of the Helen Mining company
others. Mr. Schwab's residence will
o
at Graham.
be notable also for the reason that it
Strikers' Side of the Strike.
will not be along Fifth avenue, where
The Finest Fabric
The Santa Fe striking boilermakers
the majority of the show houses of the have even a bigger story to tell over made by human skill is coarso comcity are situated. It will be in the style the quitting of the three boilermakers, pared with the lining of the bowels.
of the French Renaissance and the says the San Bernardino Transcript. When this tender membrane Is Irri
Chatea de Blois, and the Little Trian- Instead of being Incompetent, as is tated we have griping pains, diarrhoea
on, both palaces of French kings, are rumored, the strikers claim turn the and cholera morbus. Whatever be the
to be its patterns. The cost will be men were among the very best of the cause of the trouble, take Perry Davis'
about $3,500,000. The grounds will be present force engaged in patching Painkiller according to the directions
laid out in drives, walks, fountains and boilers. One of the men is a union with each bottle. Travelers in all clian Italian garden. On the interior will man. He claims that he was loaded mates carry Painkiller in their grip
be lavished the best that can be found into a car at Sacramento while under sacks. Large bottles 25 and 50 cents.
o
in the architecture of Europe, several the influence of liquor and never came
Rock Island Appointments.
artists and sculptors now being abroad into his right senses until he found
Effective Wednesday, J. M. Norton,
at Mr. Schwab's expense, studying var- himself in the box car hotel in the lo commercial
agent of the Rock Island,
ious famous models for the purpose. cal yards. He concluded to work the
St. Louis, be
v hen he got ready to quit with headquarters at
In the basement will be swimming week out.
In direct charge
stood comes general agent
pools, auto rooms, pool rooms and elec- yesterday one of the official;
him up in the corner and told him nu of all freight and passenger business
tric and refrigerating plants.
merous things. Among them he said of the "St. Louis line."
The appointment was announced by
Through Ellis Island, the "gateway that the boilermaker was a traitor.
Sands,
of America" more immigrants passed The other two men who quit are not a circular issued by George L.
manager.
during the fiscal year just closed than union men, but they are going to Join vice president and general
have entered this country in any pre- tho union. The strikers claim that The "St. Louis line" Is the name for
vious year, in all 493.- - 0 foreigners they will have cards before they leave the St. Louis, Kansas City & Colorado
railroad, recently purchased by the
were allowed to enter the port, and the city.
Rock Island.
from thence allowed to scatter through
H. F. White, formerly chief engineer
Cut this out and take it to all drug
the land. ' This is an Increase over the
gists and get a box of Chamberlain's of the Burlington, Cedar Rapids &
previous year of nearly 27 per cent.
to tie engineer of main
The interest which Wa.v street has Stomach and Liver Tablets. The best Northern ofIs way
for the Rock Island.
taken in the Chicago corn market has physic. They also correct disorders of tenance
F. J. Spaford, formerly superintend
been rather tne Interest of an obser- the stomach. Price 25 cents.
ent of telegraph for the Burlington,
ver than of a participant. The street
'
Cedar Rapids & Northern, Is to be asThe
Texas
Strike.
$
powerful
the
and
whether
wonders
The strike of the machinists on the sistant superintendent of telegraph
daring speculating prominent In the
engineering of the corn movement will Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fc system In for the Rock Island.
be able to repeat their former suc- Texas is general and may result In a Treat Vour Kidneys for Rheumatism.
tie up of the system in this
cesses in stocks. The history of spec- complete
When you are Buffering from rneu- Not only have the machinists
OXXXXXXXXXXXXXXDOCKXXXXXXXI
ulation shows that, while it is possi- state.
YOU CAN ESCAPE
matism,
the kidneys must be attended
and
helpers
their
struck,
L.i..;
but
the
ble to make a profitable corner in a
will
they
so
eliminato
once
tnat
at
to
blacksmiths,
and
with
their
FROM
13 IT
TROUBLE
stock, the total issue of which is known helpers, have quit, refusing
T V,
Foley's
blood.
uric acid from the
to work the
and registered.it is quite another thing with nonunion machinists.- - At
Kidney Cure is the most effective rem
every
altogether to engineer a profitable cor- point on the main line and
for this purpose. R. T. Hopkins,
Telephone
js
branches edyPolar,
ner in a food product, the supply of the men are out.
Wis., say: "After unsuccess
of
determindefinitely
be
cannot
which
The managers declare that they do fully doctoring three years for rheuYOU WANT?
ed.
not intend making any concessions matism with the liest doctors, I tried
me.
Foley's
Kidney
Cure
it
and
cured
and have ordered that all the strikers
QUICK AND RELIABLE!
Some of the handsome new public le given
chocks for their time. The. I cannot speak too highly of this great
buildings, of which so much has been men
Pharmacy.
medicine."
Alvaiado
are equally determined, and there
written are nearing completion, to the is little chance of any immediate
setdelight of New Yorkers, who rejoice in tlement.
THE COLORADO TELEPHONE
Green Tags.
OP
nothing more than to show their great
on our goods incur that we have made
ND TELEGRAPH CO.
structures to visitors to the metropo400 Men Out at Cleburne.
material price reductions on all goods
lis. The new stock exchange and the
shoes,
hats
At Clei'tirne a few more men went so designated. Our suits,
new chamber of commerce are now out on Wednesday and some were and shirts are offered at 10 to 30 per
practically completed, so far as their brought In by the Santa Fe company cent off from former prices. If In
exteriors are concerne... and they will to take the place of the strikers. The need of anything In our line, it will
FALLING HAIR
be notable additions to the Wall street situation Is as follows: Four hundred pay you to get our prices first. Simon
new
district. The foundation of the
and BALDNESS
Stern, the Railroad avenue clothier.
o
custom house building is now virtually
Kill
Germ that Is Destroying
the
aveDemlng water and pure ozone make
completed, and a part of the Fifth
By
taking your linen and colored
the Hair Root
strong and healthy people.
nue front of the puolic library building
o
207
ii now iu place, so that some idea may
shirts, farrcy vests, duck or linen
West Gold Avenue.
Wc sell more shoes than all other
be formed of what will be the surpassstores combined. You know the rea
trousers to a first class laundry, where
ing beauty of this great structure. The
At first a high cough, all son. Leon B. Stern.
extraordinary horse shoe building on
satisfaction is guaranteed. We launo
the triangle at the juncture of Iiroad-wa- in your throat. You neglected
Keep your eye on Demlng.
der your shirts, collars, cuffs and also
up
now
avenue
looms
and Fifth
IS THE SCIENTIFIC REMEDY
o
over Madison square and has become it. Now it is down deep in
Statehood cigars, two for 25 cents,
THAT KILLS THESE
ladies shirt waists in a manner that deo
oue of the sights of the city.
PARASITIC GERMS.
the chest. That means a
fies
competition by any other laundry
Plumbing.
New Yorkers were no sooner start- low cough, a lung cough,
We have auaea a plumbing depart
For Sale by Drugjltts. Price $1.00.
In New Mexico. Try our work on your
Intelligence
grateful
that
led with the
ment and tin shop to ojr business.
summer garments and it will save you
John Masterson Burke had contributed bronchitis.
Ayer's
Cherry
ycu havo anything In this line
When
a
home
convalfor
94.0o0.uu to found
from
plac
us
see
to
done
before
be
about
it
saying cues words.
1882
1932
escents than it learned that he has Pectoral controls the inflaming your order. Albuquerque Hardbeen driven by importunate mendiV.Vv;'f.
ware company.
cants to seek health and quiet at Nan- mation, heals the torn memo
tucket. Mass. Mr. Burk- is So years branes. Talk this over with
Tin, pjalvanlzed Iron and coppei Sole agents for casino and 0:a brand
Back of Postofnee.
old. and as a cold which he recently
work. Albuquerque Hardware compa
Canned GowIb. Dealers in
contracted has been aggravated by the your doctor.
visits of beggars, cranks and others, it
" Only half a bottle of Ayer's Cherry ny.
A. E.
Staple and Fancy Groceries WM. GOETTING & CO, Proprietors.
was deemed wise to remove him from Pectoral
me of a dreadful cougri
cureJ
Trunks,
bags,
FIRE INSURANCE
valises,
214
hand
home.
suit
city
8outh Second street.
his
which had lasted for over four years." cases, telescopes, largest variety In Hlllsboro Creamery
on
Butter
Best
'
Y.s. J. L. Johnson, Winnie, V.
All kinds of Fresn Meats handled. Secretary Mutuai Buildlnf Association
city to select from. Golden Rule Dry
it has been decided by organized
earth
J. C. AVIt CO , Utc'.I, Ktu. Goods Company.
Orders solicited.
labor here to "unionize" Coney Island tic, Mc,
Free delivery. Sausage making a specialty.
Office U J. v. Ualdndge's Lknber -- .ti
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A JUST DEMAND FOU

Havana Cigar

v
$5

25 cents

Two for

n

Lfu

MAKERS.
A

SECORD BREAKER- -

:

the ends doubled into small . tight
most any desired spot,
knots which are pierced with stickpins and secured to the bodice at alWith the addition of a tulle or
chiffon tow, It is therefore possible to
accomplish wonderful results with
very scanty material.
Quietly, but to the evident satisfaction of all, the ribbon belt is taking the
place of the leather one, except in outing or athletic costumes. There is such
a soft beauty about the ribbon affair,
so much femininity and grace, that it
makes a special appeal to the woman
of fashion who this year Is eliminating
as much of the masculine in dress as
she endeavored to take on a few seasons past. On the simplest lawn or
the most elegant silk the ribbon belt is
en regie. It is brought around the
waist and tied either in a bow and
drawn through a gold circle and allowed to fall in studied carelessness to
the hem of the gown.
Girdles that are composed both of
ribbon and lace are lovely and found
In the wardrobe of every
woman. The lace la appliqued over
the ribbon entirely as it extends
around the- waist, but on the streamers, there is simply an edge on either
side, with medallions at the end.
belts are delicate and
pretty. They are worn with more ex-

Many

Fashion Norelties Have Been
Produced This Summer.
i

WHAT IS WORN.
New York, July 19.
1902 will go down In

The suramer of
the history of
faahions as a record breaker In the
matter of producing novelties. In fact
with all the beauty of summer modes,
it may be said that modistes have
chiefly upon the HtUe elegancies lor the smartness of the. ense mble.
There have not been many types of
the summer girl, but she h is beei versatile, accepting only the c .rlginal features of fashions and clinging not long
to any pronounced style.
The mode which retains its hold
upon the popular fancy longest Is the
snort waist suit. This implies not necessarily, a plain skirt a'id. shirt waLst.
for the bodice, like ever f other feature
of fashion has iteen e laborated upon
until it has developed i nto a wonderful
creation, displaying tb e intricate handwork and trimming cf the most delicate textiles.
Shirt waist gowns in the finer materials have me bio ases trimmed with
bands of embroide ry, or some times,
the entire affair is a series of alternating band of lnser Jon and silk mu.ll.
The skirts, in keeping with the
blouses, are embroidered and finished
with deep fiou nces of enibro dery.
Some very dal aty costumes in white
organuie built over taffeta nave yokes
composed of strips of the organdie
joined by a f ney stitch, and from the
yokes the flr nce of the skirt depends,
Kainered qr Jte full all around to bang
in bewitchl ajr confusion about the feet.
Constan' jy the modistes are evidencing by th outlines of fashion, the Influence o
physical culture upon the
feminine mind. The very exercises
that arj ii.acticed to lend grace and
dignity to the figure are studied., and
the result 1s an effort on the part of the
drcFamakf rs to bring into effect such
lityles as. will emphasize the lieauty of
tnis training.
Probabiy to this fact as to no other
may the long, flowing. clin?ing lines of
tne past few seasons be at.'.riuiited.
The greatest novelty of fashions
Just now Is in belts, neck trimmings
und such tiny accessories. There are
so many ways of arranging ribbons
and laces alxit the throat, that it la
doe Bible to wear a single ribbon sev
eral consecutive times, and were it not
for the color, the trimming would le
unrecognizable. li"or instance with a
shirt waist costume of pongee silk, the
blouse is embellished at the neck with
a. "wind" of turauolse blue ribbon. One
brought simple
day the ribbon l
around the throat., tied In a simple
Ikw and the ends ullowed to hang unennflned. to the bel t. The next day, tne
order of things is) reversed and the
ribbon is fastened at the back, all the
ends beine gathered up into a huge
but dainty choux. Again the trimming
is shifted to the f ront, the ends being
at the
simply drawn through a ring
,
and
throat, then tied t the
'

"

-

.

buBt-line-

well-groome- d

a flounce.

A sash of flowered ribbon
bordered with black Is a distinct addition to such a gown.
Lace gowns made upon a foundation
of chiffon, which, in turn i built over
a lining of taffeta, are very smart. One
very smart design had the skirt composed of a tunic effect, the lottom being finished with a deep flounce of
plaited chiffon edged with a narrow
ruching and falling over a ruffle of
silk. There was also a lace flounce
overlaid upon the one of chiffon.
The bodice was made quite plain,
the three materials of the skirt being
used. There was a slight bloused effect at the sides, with a very decided
pouc. at the front and the circle was
composed simply of canary colored
panne velvet finished with a buckle of
brilliants. The stock was formed of
the velvet and lace, then at the very
edge of the collar there showed a piping of pale blue satin sandwiched between two folds of chiffon. Such an
effect Is always pleasing and ultra-smaand the model may be copied in
less expensive materials with splendid

rt

Small Holding No. 3215.
Notice for Puuilcation.
Department of the Interior, United
States Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M.,

PROFESSIONAL CARDS
MINING ENGINEER.

V. V. CLARK.
Mining and metallurgical engineer, 108
avenue,
Gold
si.uuquerque, N. M.
Notice la hereby given that the follo- Went
Specialties Reports, surveys and maps;
wing-named
claimant has filed notice plana and reduction works; mines
and
of his intention to make final proof in mining Investments; second hand mining
support of his claim under sections 1G machinery; custom assaying and analysis.
and 17 of the act of March 3, 1891, (26
OSTEOPATHY.
Stats., 854), as amended by the act of
February 21, 1893, (27 Stats., 470), and
Dr. Conner.
that said proof will be made before Post graduate of Dr. A. T. 8tlU"s School
Osteopathy,
Klrkvtlle, Mo. Lung trouof
Clerk Probato Court at Albuquerque,
and all chronic diseases a specialty.
N. M., on the eleventh day of August, bleOfllce,
Whiting building, rooms 21 and
1902, viz:
Fernando Arm! jo for the 23; Automatic telephone, 164.
N'a SRii, and the Ni, SWVi Sec. 5
DENTISTS
TP 13, N. R. 1V.
He names the following witnesses to
Edmund J. Alger, O. D. S.
prove his actual continuous adverse
S0C West Gold avenue.
Office hours,
possession of said tract for twenty 8:30
to 12:30 p. m.; 1:30 p. m. to
years next preceding the survey of the 5:00 a.p. m.
m. Telephone 462. Appointtownship, viz: Jesus MA. Sandoval, ments mado
by mall.
of Sandoval, N. M.; Melquiades Martin,
of Sandoval, N. M.; Elias Garcia, of
LAWYERS
Albuquerque, N. M.; Francisco Rom-er' ernard S. Rodey
of Sandoval, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
Albuquerque, N.
ATTORN
given to all business
against the allowance of said proof, or M. Prompt attention
to the profession. Will pracwho knows of any substantial reason pertaining
courts of the territory and betice tn
under the laws and regulations of the fore theallUnited States land office.
Interior Department why such proof
should not be allowed will be given an
i. M. Bond
ATTORNEY-AT-LA42 F street. N.
opportunity at the
Washington, P. C. Pensions, lands,
e
time and place to
the W.,
patents, copyrights, raviats, letters patwitnesses of said claimant, and to ent, trade marks, claims.
offer evidence in rebuttal of that sub
William D. Lee
mitted by claimant.
ATTORNEY-AT-liVV.
Oldee. room t
MANUEL H. OTERO. Register.
N. T. Armljo building.
Will practice U
all the courts of the territory.
Office Chief Quartermaster, Denver,
R. W. D. Bryan
Colo., Juno 16, 1902. Sealed proposals
ATTORNEY-AT-LAAlbuquerque. N.
In triplicate, will be received hero and M. Office,
First National Bank building
at ofllce of quartermaster at each post
below named, until 11 a. m., July 21.
Frank W. Clancy
ATTORNEf-i- i v LAW, rooms I an4
1902. for furnishing forage and straw,
N.
Armljo
building. Albuquerque, N.li
T.
at Forts Apache, Grant, Huachuca, A.
T.; Ports Bayard and Wingate, N. M.;
E. W. Dobson
Fort3 Douglass and DuChesne, Utah;
ATTORNEY-AT-LAOffice. Crora
Forts D. A. Russell. McKenzie and well block, Albuquerque, N. M.
Washakie, Wyo.; Fort Logan and DenJohn H. Stinfjlc,
ver, Colo., and fuel, forago and Etraw
. aw.w.u
. - . J .L W.'
... ( . I'll. LI,11 miw a
iTTnVFV.lT.T
at Whipple Barracks, Arizona, during AlDuquerque,
N. M.
year
30,
1903.
ending Juno
the fiscal
Proposals for quantities less than the
PHYSICIANS
whole required, or for delivery at
Dr.
J. E. Bronson
points other than those named, will be
entertained. United States reserves Room 17, Homeopathic Fbytlclan,
Wnltlng Block.
right to reject any or all bid3 or part
DR. I. SAYLIN.
thereof. Information furnished on application here or at ofllces of respectPhysician and Surgeon.
Snnta Ke l'aciflc hoanital. Albir
Ome.
ive post quartermasters. Envelopes to
.
M. Private hours. 1 t So. m
be marked "Proposals for Fuel, Forage iioHpuai N.pnones:
Automatic, lxi; old
and Straw." J. W. POPE, chief
pnone,

July
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Hand-painte-

above-mentione-
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cross-examin-
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Finn OJ Z.irll1

Cth, 1U02.

results.
are
The cold, ropellant,
going out of style and will probably be
replaced with some very soft shades of
green. Many new tints in blue are also
promised for early fall and winter, and
a few more weeks will see them
pensive gowns, but embody the- ele- among the advanced modes of these
gance which characterizes
the sea approaching seasons.
MAUDE GRIFFIN.
son's modes.
Although there is only a little over
Men Will Be Boys.
a month of summer yet before us,
Tn iha ovpltomcnl nf n liv.tlv nvcirrlsfl
many white gowns are being .tiade. like boat racing or ball playing, they
These are of heavier materials, how- win strain meir iiimkciub una go
ever, and will be seen until very late
and sore. Then they are glad
In the fall. In fact it is predicted that they have Perry Davis Painkiller on
light colors will be in greater vogue hand to soothe the quivering nerves;
during the coming winter than they to penetrate tne muscles wun warmin
were last season.
and healing power. It has relieved the
Indeed the woman of fashion Is go pain of two generations of Americans.
ing to make a specialty of color, they Large bottles 25 and 50 cents.
tell us. It Is certainly a most fascinat
o
ing and Interesting study in its
CLOUDCROFT
influences and modistes claim
that by encouraging this contemplated
klb
The Roof Garden of the Southwest.
fad. they will experience less trouble
The season at Cloudcroft will open
and fair woman will be better able to on June 1, the lodge, dining hall and
understand her physical and emotional lunch counter having been placed unidiosyncracies and lie helped to the der the able management of the popu
ways and means of developing these lar hotel proprietor and manager, Geo.
on the highest lines, therefore render Waterman.
ing more subtle the art or perfect
The fame of Cloudcroft as the premdressing.
ier summer resort of the southwest
Very few of the summer fashions has been heralded far and wide, and
will be carried over for fall and winter patrons may rest assured Its reputause. The trend of the times Is toward tion will not be allowed to suffer this
m.
originality and absolute newness, with year. Extensive Improvements have
the display of exquisite taste and ab- been made In the way of accommoda
sence of eccentricity.
tions and out door as well as indoor
MELINI & EAKIN
I.ace gowns, and coats though will amusements and entertainment.
summer
among
of
few
novelties
the
be
WHOLESALE LIQUORS. CIG..S
For a booklet regarding Cloudcroft.
that will rage in winter. This is due or further information regarding this
possible
to
We tandle everything in our Lsa
to the fact that it is ever
summer resort, call on nearest coupon
CHAS. MAUSARD, Prop.
And something unique in this line and ticket agent, or address.
Ulstlllers Agents
monotony
of already shown
thus the
A. N. I1KOWN.
Special
Taylor & Willla t
distributors
designs Is avoided. Gowns that are
G. P. A., E.
I. Route,
IjOulsT'lle, Kentucky
not made entirely of lace are eiaior
El Paso, Texas.
Mill
ately ornamented with it and the effect
111 K First St.. Albuquerquo. N. 1
o
is stunning.
Johnston's Stage Line.
One very dainty model In twine col
Will leave every Tuesday morning FLOUR AND BKmN IN CARLOAD
ored volie de soie, which by the way, is for the Jeinez Hot Springs and retuili
LOTS A SPECIALTY.
one of the latest and most popular cn Thursdays. One regular trip a
rt(hiiil um1 tiirly (intuitu.
.
.
New Mexico
summer labrics, is laid in many tucks week and extra trips whon ordered. Albuquerque,
and plentifully appliqued. There Is a Leave orders at Sturges European ho
voke of lace on the Uidice, and below tel.
JA.o T. JOHNSTON. OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO
I
!ljlH:iu ami
O
Four big bargains in wash O Tlw
this the fabric is laiu In a series of
ft)
i.oiiHrftfu:iitDemlng
f
good
two
In
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can
goods.
under
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O
rf
O
confined
display
See
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at
rates
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iltWMEX'
ALB V Q.W C RQU .
For Sale by
Albuquerque
W. Y. Walton
C. II. Brlggs
Albuquerque
Mann Drug Store
Las Vegas
Fk G. Murphy
East Las Vegas
Springer
Kremis Brothers
A. J. Fisher & Co
Santa Fe
San Marcial
J. W. McCoach
Porterfleld Drug company. .Silver City
El Paso. Tex.
Keller & Pollard
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THOUSANDS SAVED
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For Consumptien.

Coughs, Colds

and all THROAT AND LUNG TIlOuBLES.

Thiavrontleiful niotlicino positively
cure3 Consuuipticn, Coughs, Coltla,

J'oncliiti3, Asllima, Pneumonia,

h4

Fever, Pleurisy, LaGrippe.

V

Every bottle guaranteed
MO CURE
9RICE

P.-I- t.

The Largest and Best
in New Mexico
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NO PAY.
TRIAL BCTTLES FREE.

The Metropolitan
Corner of First Street and

fin-niue-

Mausard's Mills,

503.and$l.

Railroad Avenue.

Has changed hands and is now one
of the nicest retorts in the city. Best
of liquors served at the bar. Lager
been on draught. Patronage solicited.
LUKE WALSH,
Proprietor.

W.

L TRIMBLE &

CO.

Second etroct, between Railroad
Copper avenue

ani

Horses and Mules bought and exchanged. Livery, Sale, Feed and
Transfer Stables
BEST TURNOUTS IN THE CITY
Address W. L. TRIMBLE & CO,
Albucuerq je. N. M.
Subscrite :or The Daily Citizen.

i
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The chief contractor was out of the
city and the difficulty has so far not
been settled. -

Railroad Topics

If a Man Lie to You.
And say some other salve, ointment,
lotion, oil or alleged healer Is as good
am awes
Bucklen's Arnica salve, tc'.l him 30
The BIsl.ee railroad 1s daily expect- marked that he "expected to take as
years
marvelous cures of piles,
ing four more new locomotives.
charge here as soon as the present burns, of
bolls, corns, felons, ulcers, cuts,
are
over."
troubles
Contractor Anson, of the firm of An- strike
scalds, bruises and
eruptions
son & Ho'tnan, was a passenger north
"We are sorry to learn that Mr. prove Its the best and skin
cheapest.
25c
longno
Ritchie Is to be our forman
this morning.
drug
stores.
all
at
Seven oil burning locomotives went er," said a boiler maker last night,
PLACES OF WORSHIP.
west for the Southern Pacific railroad "for of course we all expect to return
to our old places some time, and we
during tne week.
had hoped that it would be with our
Lead avenue Methodist church, corH. Lambert is to be the traveling en- old
foreman. I can frankly state that ner
Lead
and Third street,
gineer on the El Paso-RocIsland, 1 never worked under a man for whom C. A.ofBunker,avenue
pastor Dr. Bunker will
with headquarters at Alamogordo.
I would do as much as I would for preach morning and evening.
MornConductor Silverman has returned Ritchie. He had a way about blm ing subject. "The Child in the School;"
from a trip to Denver and resumed which made all of the boys pitch in evening subject, "The Gospel In the
his run between El Paso and Santa and do their best to clear nis shop of Great Cities." Sunday school at 9:45;
Kosa.
work, and we were usually abreast of Epworth league at 7 p. m. Seats free.
Machinist Fred C. Pulson. a round any other department on the branch."
Baptist church Sunday school at
house helper and W. Clark are two of
9:45; preaching service at 11 a. m.,
Card Playing on Train. Whether conducted by Rev. N. W. Alger. At 8
the unfortunates who lost tneir jobs
the following r tory is authentic or not. p. m. the Y. P. S. C. E. of the Congreon pay day.
Engineer Herman Collins and Miss it answers well for a cause as to the gational and Baptist societies will hold
Madge Ruffner were married at the recent order issued by the Southern a union service. Special program of
Baptist parsonage in Raton, Rev. Wll-le- Pacific against card playing on the music. July 27 Pastor Powell will be
trains. It was given out by the LodI, on hand and will commence the annual
officiating.
Cal., Sentinel:
union meetings of the two churches.
A sufficient amount of money has
The news agent who passes daily
Highland Methodist church. South
been raised by Trinidad citizens for through
LodI on the 11:30 train, Jess Arno street, M. Hodgson, pastor
the construction of a $230,000 electric by name, was vainly
up Sunday school at 10 a. m.; Epworth
trying
to
make
Btreet railway.
a game recently. Three Jolly drum- league at 7 p. m.; preaching at 11 a. m.
Passenger train No. 2 was forty-fivmers were secured to play, but a and 8 p. m.
singing and helpful
minutes late this morning, caused by fourth was hard to find. Just before services. A Good
being held out by a freight train be- the train reached LodI the news agent friend along. welcome to all. Bring a
tween Holbrook and Gallup.
spied a well dressed man sitting
St John's Episcopal church 7 a. m.,
Swan Oleson, John O'Brien and John quietly In a seat, and the "peanuter" holy communion; 10 a. m., Sunday
Thome are machinists of the local walked up to him, slapped the pas- school; ll a. m., morning prayer and
Santa Fe Pacific shops who were num- senger on the back and asked him to sermon on the aposalypse, subject,
bered among those let out on pay day. fill out the table, but the unostenta- ..The Congregation of the Dead;" 8 p.
tious person demurred, stating that m., evening prayer and sermon, subThe Santa Fe depot at Winona,
was destroyed by fire the other he was not in the habit of playing ject, "The Bible, . nat Is It?" continmorning. This fire is supposed to have cards. The news agent was persist- ued.
however, and again slapping him
Lutheran Church, 312 North Third
been caused by sparks from a passing ent,
on the back, Jess sa.d: "Come on; be street, Rev. R. Rlchter Sunday school
locomotive.
good
a
fellow;
get
yourself and
at 10 a. m.; German services at 11 a.
Trainmaster Evans, of the El Paso-Roc- In the game." shake
Tnis.was too much m.; English services at 8 p. m.
Island has returned to Alamo- for the quiet passenger.
extractgordo from Tucumcarl and the Daw- ed from his pocket a cardHe
For forty years Dr. Fowler's Extract
and handson road. He reports heavy rains and ed it to Jess
coun- of Wild Strawberry has been curing
worthy's
that
and
washouts beyond Santa Rosa.
tenance underwent the many hues of summer complaint, dysentery, diarrhA. S. Grelg, general manager of the the rainbow as he read the inscrip- oea, bloody flux, pain In the stomach,
El Paso & Northeastern, will receive tion on the card, the general man- and It has never yet failed to do everyin a few days from the St. Charles Car ager of
a.nd thus it was thing claimed for it.
works at St. Charles, Mo., his new pa- that the too persistent peanut butcher
Mining Company Closed Down.
latial private car "Cloudcroft."
was the mean3 of curtailing his own
The C. O. D. Mines company has
R. A. Jackson, of Richmond, Ind., cash receipts.
closed down the mill and paid off all
has been appointed general attorney
at the mine. A contract to
of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific
Those New Pullman Tickets. Be- employes
the 300 level has been
railroad, with headquarters in Chicago. ginning with the opening days of this run 100 feet onLynch
to Charlet
and at the comThe appointment is effective August 1. month the Pullman Palace Car com- let
pletion of the contract an upraise to
F. M. Jones, chief engineer of the pany adopted a new style of ticket. the surface, 400 feet, will be made.
Santa Fe surveying corps, doing work The old ticket was simply a piece of This upraise will be used as
on the proposed Santa Fe short cut, pasteboard sold by the agent to the working shafTand will be the main
passed through the city this morning passenger, who In turn surrendered it
The close down of the mill
en route to Las Vegas to visit his fam- to tfie conductor. No one aboard the and laying off of men is preparatory
to
figured
train
besides
in
the
transaction
ily over Sunday.
the transfer of the property to a new
two
parties,
these
the
and
conductor
On a recent visit to the Jemcz counleft a pretty fair show of disprov- company cow in process of organizatry a number of railroad man became was
ing any charge of embezzlement that tion. Kingman Miner.
acquainted with a charming young might be brought against him. The
Need More Sleep.
lady from Illinois. Since their return new plan Is to have the ticket in the
organs of digesOften the over-taxe- a
one of the gentleman has been talking four coupon style. When the agent
of how much cheaper it is to live mar- sells the prospective traveler a ticket tion cry out for help by dyspepsia's
iins, nausea, dizziness, headaches,
ried than single. Bad sign.
he tears off coupon No. 1. When the iver complaints, bowel disorders. Such
Lnassenger hoards his sleeper the first troubles
The Raton Gazette says: The
call for prompt use of Dr.
River & Taoa Valley railroad is rthing ne must do before locating his King's New
Life Pills, They are gento be built, and the line will be run to berth. Is to look up the negro porter tle,
thorough
and guaranteed to cure
peopa
give
a suff- and present him with his ticket. This 25 cents at drug
will
Raton if our
stores.
icient bonus. It is not known what newly acquired member of the passenamount our people would be expected ger department takes the booklet and
Guests at Camp.
to give, but if all the property owners tears out coupon No. 2. The traveler
Messrs. Benjamin, Drury, Baum,
of the city respond as liberally as a Is then shown his section, where he Weinmann, Morey, Albers, Scottle,
few business men will a bonus of $50,-00- awaits the coming of the conductor. Yott and Stlngle, all members of the
can be raised. It is Raton's oppor- When he conies along he extracts Albuquerque Guards, left last night for
coupon No. 3, leaving the porter to put El Paso. From there they will go to
tunity.
the traveler to bed with the remainder Austin to attend the Texas encampCar Famine Threatened It is said of the ticket as a means of proving to ment as guests of the El Paso comcompany that he paid his fare pany.
that a box car famine is staring the the
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe in the should the porter and the conductor
"I suffered for months from sore
face at the present time. A railroad get their heads together and eject him
Eclectrlc Oil cured me in
man stationed in this city is authority from the train. By this plan the agent throat.
r
hours." M. S. Gist, Hawea-vllle- ,
for the statement that a box car was keeps tab on the porter, the porter has twenty-fouKy.
set out at a small siding on one of the his "shiney" eye on the conductor,
o
branches last week, and the wheels while the traveler watches all three.
Whist Party.
had hardly stopped before three men
Mrs. James A. Wroth Informally enBlock Signalling System. The Colobegan loading wheat in it. It resulted rado
division of the Atchison, Topeka tertained a few friends at whist yesfight
in a regular fist
as to who was & Santa Fe, 120 miles long, from Den- terday afternoon. It was a delightful
the rightful renter of the car. There ver southward to Pueblo, has now been affair.
is an abundance of wheat and with the operated under the block system for
If you desire a good complexion use
record breaking corn crop in sight, fifteen months. About one-thirof the
there is no question but tnat there will stations are dependent entirely on tel- Mokl Tea, a purt ners drink. It acts
be a shortage of cars in which to trans- ephone communication; and the ar on the liver end makes the skin smooth
port the gral to market. Newton Re- rangement has given marked satisfae and clear. Cures sick headache. 25c
Money refunded If It does not
publican.
tion. The principal stations on the nd 50c.von.
Write to W. H. Hooker ft
atisfv
line were, of course, equipped with tel- Co.,
Buffalo, N. Y., for free samples. J
What a Striker Writes. One of the egraphic communication before the
strikers at Needles, Cal., writing back block system was adopted. To make 1. O'Rielly & Co., and B. H. Briggs Li
to Topeka, says: "The railroad com- the block stations sufficientlyy near to- Co.
o
pany has as high as eighteen engine gether to enable trains to be moved
Statehood cigars, two for 25 cents.
failures in twenty-fou- f
hours on ac- without delay a number of additional
count of leaking fire boxes on this di- stations had to be established, ana rasa
vision.
It has frequently occurred these new stations are communicated
since the strike took effect that pas- with by telephone. At least every al- senger locomotives died out on the tornate office Is a telegraph office, from
desert, delaying trains, notwithstand- which telephone offices can obtain any
ing the large force of
men desired information regaruing the loca
trying to do the boiler work here, and tion of trains when such Information
the doping of engines with bran, is necessary.
chopped hemp, wood shavings, plaster
The semaphore arms at each station
of paris and iron borings. The locomo- are placed on a single post, one arm
tives continue to die and the long line for e.ich direction, and, as on other
yLL Havana
of dead ones on the sidetrack is paits of the Atchison road, the caution
lengthening. Traffic is becoming em- or permissive indication Is given by In
barrassed now for lack of motive clining the arm up ward 45 degrees.
power and this is only the dull season. At stations where approaching trains
There is a busy time coming in a do not have a good view, a distant sig
couple of months for the company. Are nal is provided.
For some time the Santa Fe has
they going to continue to pay a lot of
cooks and been carrying on its signal Improvehelpers,
shoemakers $5.50 a day and board to ments In Colorado ar.l the west. Beruin their locomotive fire joxes and sides installing the llick system on
meet the busy season in that condition the Colorado division, the company
ratner than pay good boilerniakers $1 has put into operation a new and
a day to do first class work? The unique system of train f.nalling on
echo in business halls whispers 'No.' Raton mountain. This system was
The boilermakers are patient and firm, rendered necessary because of the pebut reasonable. Everything looks socl culiar conditions which exist in that
3 r
locality.
to them."
The Santa Fe telegraph department
conducting some
has been
Ritchie Out, Madden Will De In
work on its went tin lines. Su
Whatever position W. J. Ritchie has
held with the Santa Fe of late, he is perintendent Gaunt is now in Us Anno longer foreman of the boiler depart- geles, and is supervising some exten-tiv- s
reconstruction and repair work.
ment at San Bernardino, nor Is he
I kely to be in the future, says the The new cuadmulex wiro3 from La
Junta to Allanueruiie are aimobt ready
Sun.
The man for the piace will undoubt- for use. and when they are opened up
edly be Thomas Madden, who formerly It is likely that more important
held the foremanship in Albuquerque, chanecs will be announced for the
but who of late has been a temporary coast Hue telegraph and signal system.
It Is rumored that Superintendent
boiler inspector of the coast lines. He
do
has been in southern California, more Caunt's tour of inspection lias to
especially in San Bernardino, for over with further extensions of the block
that
a week, and is reported as having re-- system of signalling. It is known
Mr. Gaunt is an advocate of telephone
service in railroad work and has
achieed some distinction an the Inventor of a method of telephoning over
of suffering from Indigestion if you eat telegraph lines.
what you want, or of starving yourself
It seems to be
A Miniature 6trike.
to avoid such distress? Acker's Dysfor union men empepsia Tablets taken after eating will the order of the daywork
TLCRCDORA' BANDS ere
to strike. The
digest your food perfectly and free ployed in railroad
in !
you from all the disagreeable symp- noht rrtnt strike to be recorded
from
valuo as
is that of the union carpentoms of Indigestion and dyspepsia. Eat the rress
o I fin,
construction of
onuL.
what you wait at any time and take an ters working on Fotheshops
In Topeka.
Positively the new 8anta
'SPcAMIEAQ: 'STANDARD NAVY!
Acker tablet afterward.
of two
guaranteed. Your money will always They demanded the dischargeemployed
'OLD PEACH & HONEY"
be refunded if you are not satisfied. noB4inion men who had been
I
was
"I T T L
demand
The
contractors.
by
sample.
H.
W.
the
a free
Write to us
union
Hooker & Co.. Buffalo, n. t. j. m. not wanted and tne rourieen
O'Rielly & Co., and B. U. Briggs ft Co. men employed on the Job walked out.

Let the
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GOLD DUST twins do your work."

'

Reasons-For Insuring In the

Union Central Life...
Insurance Company
11

u

it

CINCINNATI, OHIO.

rvrMH

k

tt

1902

Hard water is instantly softened by

GOLD DUST

Excellent for washing dishes and
brightening silver and glass ware.
There is nothing that equals GOLD
DUST for making all housework
easy. It is the quickest, best and
most economical cleanser known.
HAdeoalybr

THE N. K. FAIRBANK COMPANY
Cbicxo,

Hew York,
Bocton,
Makers of FA1ST E0AP.

8t. Louis.

e

Railroad Time Tables

It realizes the highest Interest rate; has the lowest death rate;
makes only the safest Investments; gives the best results.
Its Policy Contracts Combine INVESTMENT, INSURANCE, EN-

DOWMENT, ANNUAL INCOME.
The UNION CENTRAL for several years has paid from Its Interest Receipts alt of its Death Claims, Matured Endowments and Taxes.
No other Company has accomplished such results.

The

Twenty-Payme-

Guaranty Life Policy

nt

THE BE3T PROTECTIVE INSURANCE
It is Inexpensive. It gives perfect protection. It leaves no chance
of loss. It gives several ways of settlement.
EVERYTHING IN THE POMCY GUARANTEED
Guaranty Life Policy Is a definite contract to
The Twenty-Paymen- t
do a specific thing, and the exact cost of carrying the Insurance can be
known in advance

UNION

CENTRAL

LIFE

INSURANCE

OF CINCINNATI, OHIO
CARTER & NEAL, General Agents, Albuquerque,

CO.,

New Mexico.
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ARRIVE FROM THE NORTH.
No. 1, California Express.... 7:15p.m.
No. 7, Mex. & Cal. Express. .10:05 p.m.
No. 3, California Limited
10 :V) a.m.
LEAVE GOING NORTH.
No. 2, Atlantic Express
8:30 a.m.
No. 4. Chicago Limited
11:65 n.m
Chicago
8,
No.
Express
7:30 p.m.
ARRIVES FROM SOUTH.
22,
7 : 10 a.m.
No.
Atlantic Express
LEAVES GOING SOUTH.
No. 27, Mexico Express
11:00 p.m.
ARRIVE FROM WEST.
No. 2, Atlantic Express
8:05 a.m.
No. 4, Chicago Limited
11:45 p.m.
No. 8, Chicago Express
6:45 p.m.
LEAVE GOING WEST.

....

....

No. 1, California Express.... 8:15p.m.
No. 3, California Limited. . . .11:00 a.m.
No. 7, Mex. & Cal. Express. .10:45 p.m.

will carry mall from the east
2 from the west.
No. 3 arrives Thursday and Mon
days. No. 4 arrives Tuesday and FriNo.

7

The Thermometer
is Seldom Higher Than
8o in Mexico City
This "Paris of Latin America" Is situated over six thousand feet
above the level of the sea, and the heat of the lower altitudes Is never
experienced. Although not generally known summer Is the very
best of seasons to visit the Land of Mariana."
The dally afternoon rain, which lasts about thirty minutes, so
cools the atmosphere as to make the evenings and nig-- s lovely.
Between the music, the flowers and the pretty customs of our
Mexican neighbors; between the beautiful nights, and balmy mornings, and the cooling sea breezes of day, one becomes so entranced
with the beauty of this country as to never forget his trip under
"The White Umbrella."

and No.

days.

freight No. 99. going south.
carries passengers.
F. L. MYERS, Agent
CONDENSED TIME CARD OF THE
El Paso-RoIsland Route
EFFECTIVE JUNE 5, 1902.
DAILY SERVICE
East
West
8 : 00 pm Lv . . . El Paso ...At "7 : 30"am
8:15pm "...Ft. Bliss. ..Lv 7:15am
8:41pm "... Hereford ...
6:49ara
9:30 pm " ..Jarilla June." 6:00 am
10:55pm" .Alamogordo. " 4:55am
11:21pm " ... Tularosa ... " 4:16am
12:23am"... Oscura ..." 3:22am
1:10am".. Carrlzozo .."" 2:53am
Ancho ....
2:06am
2:06am
2:29 am " . .. Tecolote .. . " 1:48 am
1:05am
3:13am"... Corona
3:29am".. Torrance .."12:43am
Local

ck

The Mexican Central
Is prepared to furnish you with the best of accommodations to ail
Call on or address,
points in Mexico.
W. S. MEAD,
C. R. HUDSON,
W. D. MURDOCK,
C. A., El Paso.
A. O. & P. A., Mexico
O. F. & P. A.,Mexlco.

I

M

..."

Marino ..."
"... Pastura
"...
..."
6:05 am Ar. .Santa Rosa.."
3:57 am

5:15am

7:30 am
9:27 am

12:10 am

10:26pm

9:30 pm
pm
Tucumcarl ..Lv 8:07 pm

"..Santa Rosa.. Ar 10:15

"..

"... Topeka ..."
6:55 am Ar.. Kansas City.."
10:10pm "... Chicago ..."
4:55am

12:50am

10:45 pm

8:15am

CAP1TAN BRANCH.
7:0u am Lv.. Carrlzozo . . Ar 7:00 pm
8:45 am Ar North CapitanLv 5:25pm
5:00 pm
9:05 am " ... Capitan
ALAMOGORDO BRANCH.
8:O0amLv. 'Alamogordo. Ar 8700 pm
10:50 am Ar. Cloudcroft .Lv 5:30 pm

..."

11:10am " ..Cox Canon.." 6:00pm
These trains make direct connections at all principal junction points
with all diverging lines.
A. N. BROWN, G. P. A..
El Paso, Texas.

YELLOWSTONE
PARK
That's a good place to spend the summer.
Cool and delightful.

The geysers, the colored pools,

anl

the terrace building fountains make the park a real wonderland.

Folder on request.

llllfipll

Ticket Office 1039 17th St.
G.'.W. VALLERY, General Agent,

DENVER.

SUMMER EXCURSION RATES.

V

Special Rate to California Points.
Albuquerque to Los Angeles and
Corenado

San Diego, $35.00;
35.00.

Albuquerque

Beach,

return, $55.00.
Tickets on 6ale every Tuesday,
Thursday and Saturday, May to September, inclusive. 1902. Final return
limit November 30, 1902.
F. L. MYERS, Agent.

Special Summer Excursion.
Albuquerque to Chicago and return,
$.51.50.

Albuquerque

turn.

roc)

to San Francisco and

to Kansas City and

re-

TRAVEL
LIKE A

$39.00.

KING

Albuquerque to St. Louis and return,

$46.50.

Tickets on sale June 6. 7. 13 and 14,
an l .lune 24 to September 12, inclusive.
Fin.il return limit October 31. 1902.
F. L. MYERS, Agent.
Summer Tourists Rates to Colorado.
In nver, $L'5.15. round trip; Colorado
Springs. $22.15, round trip; Pueblo,
$2'.15, round trip. Tickets on sale
June 1 to October 15, Inclusive. Final

return limit October 31. 1902.
n
Statehood c!gars. two for 25 cents,
o
Demlng, the seat of the n;w county
of Luna.
Have you seen that blue enaiLelet.
steel ware at tue Albuquerque Hardware companr'e store. It Is the most
beautiful and ornamental ware ever
seen in Aljuquerque.
Statehood cigars, two for 25 cents.
o
Doming offers the same opportunities now that the most prosperoiu
cities In the wect offered several yean
axo.

Let us flgur

on

c

your iilumblns.

hardware company.

Statehood cigars, two for

2

cents.

IT COSTS
NOTHING EXTRA ON THE
CALIFORNIA LIMITED.
ROYAL EQUIPMENT AND SUPERS DINING
SERVICE OF INTERNATIONAL FAME.

SANTA FE
ocoooooooocooooocci
Ho. For the Sulphur Hot Springs
THE PLACE TO SPEND YOUR VACATION

Situated in the heart of the Jemez mountains. Finest
of Scenery and climate. Baths unsurpassed in the
United States for nearly all diseases. Good
hotel accommodations. Stage leaves
Albuquerque three times a week.
TERMS REASONABLE
Geo. W. BIXLER, Mgr.

ccocoooooeooooo
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$1.50
$2.25
$2.25

DONGOLA OXFORDS. MeKAY SEWED
VICI KID OXFORDS,' HAND TURN
VICI KID OXFORDS, WELTED SOLES
PATENT KID OXFORDS AND COLONIALS
FRENCH KID STRAP SANDALS

$1-2-

to
to
to
to

5

$1.75
$3.00
$3.00
$3.50
$2.50

RATIONAL ENJOYMENT
of food Is a prerequisite to good health,
And that implies the use of wholesale
palatable articles of diet such as may
be found at the reliable grocery store
of J. L. BELL & CO. Large and first
class stock here to select from. Best
the market affords, Including choicest
delicacies of the season. Low prices,
too. Fine teas, pure coffees, prime but

ter.

J. L. BELL &
and

Nob. US

10

CO.

South Second SL

winrhprk. son of Charles

MEN'S OXFORDS
SEVEN SELLERS, LUCKY SEVEN
rinrRV.pim rwfnr.l Ttf 13 Kft in 14 Oft

Southern Tie,

$3.00

to

$3.60.

Southern Tic, solid comfort,

MONEY TO LOAN.
On diamonds, watcnes, etc., or any
good security; also household goods
stored with me; strictly confidential.
Highest cash price paid for household
goods. Automatic 'phone 120.
T. A. WHITTEN, 114 Gold avenue.

CITY NEWS.
Statehood cigars, two for 25 cents.'
Doming, the railroad center of New

Mexico.
See the newest in ladles' neckwear

jX

The Economist
Deming. the ga..ray to the best

Our entire stock of Wash Goods worth from 25c to
your choice now

y

6

E
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THE DIFFERENCE!

The School of Music offers full courses
in Vocal and Instrumental Music
Board and rooms at the University
Dormitory, at reasonable rates.
Fall term opens Thursday, Sept. 18,

THERE IS

at 10:30 a. m.
For further information, address,

1902,

Our Semi-Annu-

Hides, Pelts
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tonight.

"WAS

AMI

V

All Men's Fine Shirt Waists,
formerly sold for $2.00. $2.25

and $2X0
YOUR CHOICE WHILE THEY
LAST ONLY $1.75.

I

E. L. WASHBURN.

3
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tonicht at the White
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specially prepared and

A LOOK AT OUR GREEN TAG PRICES

SIMON STFRM

.1

WILL TELL YOU

The

R

Ave. Clothier
o

5
3
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Whitney

or
f&s

;

Company

WHOLESALE HARDWARE

On diamonds, watches or amy good

ABOVE
WE SOLICIT YOUR INQUIRIES AND ORDERS FOR THE
BOTH IN SHELF AND HEAVY.

A. H. iaNOW,
street, few doors
Second
South
north of vtstofllce.

Plows, Mowing Machines, Rakes, Hay Presses g

103

everybody is invited.
o
Net Blacksmith Shon.
CENTLEMENI
We have opened a first class shop
Our selection of over two thousand
nriHinz all the
at 2u5 est Copper avenue. We make
horse shoeing a specialty. Give us
tnah Innnti a eooda lor Keniu'iueu B
a call.
suitings, fancy vestings, overcoats
W. L. BRACKED . & CO.
and fulldresb suits, are reaay wr
mi. inoneMinn Dur t&llorlnff and
ever
One of tho nicest free lunches
are unexcelled and the prices
styles
served will be at Zelger's Cafe tonlgut.
Kettleton Tailoring Agsncy.
talk.
o
Second street.
216
South
Dally
Citizen
Eubscribe for The

S

--

ALL ABOUT IT.

Whprler'a rarr.cntpr shon Is security. Great bargains la watches
SOS West Copper ave
of every description.

now located at
nue.

FEATURE

OFFER

THEM.

S. MICHAEL

6 0

w A

$6.00 TROUSWE ARE NOT SELLING $18.C0 SUITS FOR $8.25,
WE HAVE NO
ERS FOR $1.50 NOR $2X0 SHIRTS FOR 50 CENTS.
HAVE AN UP
OLD SHELF WORN GOODS TO UNLOAD, CUT WE
WHICH WE
TO DATE AND NEW STOCK OF SEASONABLE GOODS
MOVE
AT GREATLY REDUCED PRICES IN ORDER TO

Co!

Fine Watches,
Fine Jewelry.!

Green Tag Sale

al

Ours Is a Sale That Sells

d

Summer
Clearance
Sale

SALES OF ALL

Y

skins

Mid

OF SPECIAL

THE PAPERS

OF OUR BUSINESS AND HAS
THE REASON FOR THAT IS EAS1-LPROVED POPULAR.
DO-- WE
FOUND AND IS: WE DO ALL THAT WE CAIM TO
OVER
SELL AT THE END OF EACH SEASON ALL GOODS LEFT
THEM AND WE
AT SUCH FIGURES AS WILL SPEEDILY SELL
HENCE THE DIFHAVE ALWAYS SUCCEEDED IN DOING li.
THAT
FERENCE BETWEEN OUR SALES AND SOME OTHERS IS
HAS BECOM

n-i-

"

IN SALES.

THEM.

SIMON BALLING, Proprietor.
Successor to Balling Bros.

Sheep,

DIFFERENCE

HAVING
SORTS AND AuL SORTS OF REASONS ARE GIVEN FOR

PIONEER BAKERY

n

A VAST

ARE FULL OF ANNOUNCEMENTS

W. G. TIGHT, President,
Albuquerque, New Mexico.

E. G. Garcia &

;i

Proprietors.

MAIL ORDERS SOLICITED.

ACADEMIC, COLLEGIATE, NORMAL
AND COMMERCIAL DEPARTMENTS

--

)

SHEETS

Banner and Steel Hay Rakes
Eclipse Hay Presses

up-nii-

.

yard

Mowers

1 1 1

it

3 1,4c

HARDWARE.

Edwards

o

yard

J. POST & C
C. F. MYERS and WM. MclNTOSH,

51

$3.00

11c

'.

LINEN, TOWELS, SPREADS,
AND PILLOW CASES.

Toney

and

yard

Primrose Batiste Wach

BIG BARGAINS IN TABLE

Mlchelbach and son, Law- Wedding : Cake : a : Specialty
Effective June 2nd first class passen- rence, of old town Oi Albuquerque, will
Vart of Old Mexico.
Window shades In all colors and ger train will leave Alamogordo at 8 leava tonight for Flagstaff, where he
We deslro patronage, and we
Widths at Albert Faber'i, 305 Railroad a. m., arriving at Cloudcroft at 10:50 win uioir hia hrother and sister. Mr.
oaaing.
guarantee tirs'-cias- s
the
a. m. dallv. Return train leaves Cloud Mlchelbach has had bad health
207 S. First street. Albuquerque. N. M.
Fresh Cut Flowers.
goes
Flagtsaff
to
croft at 5:30 p. m., arriving at Alamo- nnct rw wp.eks. and
IVES, THE FLORIST.
n m
Dnrrln At
to recuperate. He will be absent about Old 'Phone
'Phone
Ttomlntri Tlnn't overlook It if VOU
Passengers for these trains can take three to four monins.
59.
l
inpaying
a
and
looking
sale
fu.
Are
broakfast at Alamogordo and 5 o'clock
t m nonlev and son. C. M. Donley,
vestment.
Cloudcoft,
Kas.,
at
dinner
Wichita,
and J. E. Raynolds, of
J. W.
A. N. BROWN,
Mexican drawn wor:: in endless vaonunt laat pvenlne in the city going to
I. Route
riety at Albert Faber's, 305 Railroad
G. P- - A.. E. P.-are
and Em
Progressive Mortician
El Paso last night. The gentlemen
,
avenue.
mill at Wich
planing
large
a
opening
Curtain
Daimer.
r.nrt.lntl
In Deming another good hotel la
are buying ineir lumuer
We are Plowing up to date lace cur ita, and
night. Calls are
and
expect
day
aey
to
Open
Mexico,
Npw
needed to accommodate the enormous fatna
in
i
In Rninapla net TrlRh nnint Arft'
morntomorrow
to.
Increase of population.
Albuquerque
promptly
attended
to
blan nt, NottiURham, Bobblnet anil return
In Mexican drawn work we are muBlln.
205 Railroad ine.
Febar,
Albert
I Also Sell Monuments
Albert avnue.
showing a big assortment.
m
n. A Sle'-ster- .
the worthy wire
Faber. 305 Railroad avenue.
o
of the well known and popular real ea Office and parlor- - 111 N. Second
Deming, the coming city of New
tat anri insurance acent. was oui un
The Rico Cafe serves the best meals Ing yesterday afternoon, the first time
Mexico.
rnnta. Rhnrt since ber severe Illness. It la a source
The Fercules we sell t 5 cents per in ihn rll, at IS anil
Sley- -- " tnnnunee that- Mrs.
in.Enni tn
yard are very scarce. Leon li. Stern. orders, 6 cents up. 111 North First JL fj,t,v..'
dg an rigui uaiu auu
anrn
street.
.tn.
Dealers In
In Deming you can ouy lots for $100
rhat she will be among her many lady
which will pay you 100 per cent. Ia less
ltour parcels anu Daggage delivered fripnda once more.
Wool,
by tne Parcel Delivery to any part of
than twelve mouths.
Tho "oasrpd tleer" at Zeleer's cafe
Don't try to get along for the rest the city. Office 206 West Gold avenue.
this morning caused eonsiderame irouof the summer without that pair of low Automatic phone No. 202.
rrom tne
Goat
.a- i ..ntipm.in
-counui
.
and. without
.u.ihH Intr, th
WRITE FOR PRICES
intending to do any harm, blew his
-ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
In a twinKiing me tiger uuu-debreath.
E
wear
smartly
men
to
know
what
you
VJ
leant
drtcd
Jf thii
R
his head, and trouble commenced.
3or
$eanoH, ask to tee Stein Lloch Vlotlm."
gen- a ..,.,H.,.i nt wna offpr tPd iv
- the
CtlllM'
!
tleman Interested ackno a lunging um
wroug
Dealer in
w v Wolvin. D. D. S.. Dental Sur
geon Santa Fe Pacific Railroad, Grant
I. lock.
Botr pnones.
o
FINE WATCH REPAIRING.
c.n in y.plpr'a Cafe ton'tht and en
joy one of the best free lunches In Repairing done promptly and by
town.
skilled workmen.
325 South Second Street.
for
W B. Gilman has another order
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
ten earpenters.
o
150 Pilrt Men's Tan Shoes
a ppnpral invitation is extended to zO MONEY TO LOAN
Pingree & Smith's make, former
enjoy the free lunch at Zoiger's Cafe
$4.00

19c

lot of Cotton Challies,
your choice now

o
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BARGAIN NO. 4.

THE

$2.25

j-

29c

nl

Kft

-

different pattern of our famous
Goods, your choice now

tae Drlo- es and that is why our sales never fall
flat, for we have the goods with which
tn Vvnnk nn our nrien nuotatlons. Sim
on Stern, the Railroad avenue clothier.
Remember not to forget and don't
forget to remember that 212 West
Gold is the place where the Model
Baking company and Muggley's confectionery Is to bo found. A choice
selection of goods In both lines.
RriPi-lnrpnarations have been
made for the frea lunch at the White
Elephant tonight.

Atchison. Kas.
Ipnrv 'Metzcar. the fruit raiser of

propo-sitio-

Notice.
atnlpn. niiA aorrel mare

200

o
A Sale That Sells.
Thorn la mprlt in our erecn

W.

a yard,

$1

BARGAIN NO. 3.
"v

years old. left rear foot white, white
ennt nn fnrphpnd. branded 57 on left
thigh. Reward of $10 for return of
same to J. C. Calhoun s dairy, xsoria
Fourth street.

Wtncheck. formerly general foreman
of the local Santa Fe Pacific machine
la onlov.ine a short visit with
his mother and sister. The young man
Is a student oi St. tsencaici s concise m

T. MUENSTERMAN.

Our entire stock of Wash Good3 worth from 50s to
your choice now
BARGAIN NO. 2.

be-fnr-

fruit belt, was nere toaay.
to the Pajarito
and left a few fine peaches. He says
Paiarito orchards are in fine condition
Southern Tic, plain toe, $2.50 to thla
aummer. the fruit trees being lit
$3.00.
bowed down witn aencious ap- erally
Prince AILeits, plain toe, $2.50 to Dles. neaches,
pears, eic.
ill l.p no Rnndav school at
nnnirnln fWfnrrta 11 7S tn 12 ftft
Canvas Oxfords, best quality, $1.50 the Congregational church tomorrow,
n nwmint nr ronairn ueiiiK muuo in
ween,
the church. During tne nexi
hmravnr tho BPBta will he rearranges
and there will be regular Sunday
school service after tomorrow.,;
Rhnpf vnn YiA'l HaMrlori tn rwirnhaaa
Mrs. A. J. Frank and two daughters,
Vrtll will Inuo tnnpn in rnmMrt anil cot.
family of the gentleman interested In
lBfactlon than the equivalent of the the building or a smelter ai Aigouones,
sniau amount oi money u lanes 10 Duy are expected to arrive tonight from a
them at C. May's populor priced shoo protracted visit to southern California.
store, 208 West Railroad avenue.
rpmnln in this city Until Mr.
i hot,
If you are going east do not forget Frank prepares lor ineir receyuuu, i
io gei Home souvenirs ai a. u, wen Aleodones.
ver's, S07 South First street.
Thpr wna no ouorum at the Com
STOVE REPAIRS.
rinh last nleht. hencaino ae
propo-.iiinBorradalle ft Co.,
tlon taken on the Cook smelter
Spvpral
airectors ' present,
117 Gold Ave.
Brick cheese. 20 cents pound. San however, and others seen today, are
considering the Cochltl railway
Jose Market,
o
submitted to the club a sort time
Alamogordo & Sacramento Mountain afro bv Mr. Stubbs
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BARGAIN NO. 1.

tomorrow afternoon nave Deen mneiiu-Itelpostponed so as not to Interfere
with the picn.c of tae C. coiomoo so
ciety.
Rnturriav nisrht free lunch Is a
fnofnro nf tbo whitp Klpuliant. Every
body is invited to partake in one of
the city's best resorts.
Green is the c:i:r.
riit eoml.nnnnnl rrpcti tae Bfllfl Is
again on. We are determined that all
of our summer goods must be sold
tho Bpasnn pnrtn and we have scal
ed down prices to such an extent that
very
we are bound to attain our end.
green tag means a saving to you of 10
to 30 per cent. See our windows Simon Stern, the Railroad avenue clothier.

strove nr

v

WASH

ti

Amnnr' thnao who went to Camp
Whitcomb this morning were Mr?. G.
A. Campneld, Miss Ida Campneiu, miss
Hanthorne and Mies Susie Dobson.
Knthan Tlnrth hsa rftnrned from an
extended visit io his sheep ranges in
the Zunl mountains. He reports his
spring clip of wool satisfactorily and
thai the pastures are looKing nne
Thi ball come between the Old
Tnwn Wprta and Itrowns has been in
definitely postponed along with the
rappa
were to nave Deen sneu
by the Gentleman's Driving associa- tloa
Tho mpmhera of the Woman's Relief
Corps and a few old soldiers were en- tortn noil nt the home or Mrs. J. u.
HntfhlHon last nieht In a verv pleasant
manner. Delightful refreshments were
served
.T r
rtpnvpn. nroDrletor of the Clark
ville coal yards, was around, yesterday
presenting bis rrienas ana cusiomers
with a handsome and useful advertisement in the shape of a match box and
scratcher,
TCnirpno Kemnenieh. the cltv sales
man for v.. 3. iost & Co.. returned yes
terday afternoon from a trip to the
Jemez hot springs. He uas a splendid
time, and the batns worKea au me
rheumatism out of his joints
tTrnnir

Florshcira

Races Postponed.
The rirn, anH hall came which were
to have been given at the fair grounds

ing.

SORTMENT AND THE PRICES WE
...
. ..
n n vI n civiQUOTE BELOW of tft( run
11
SELVES.

jgtj;jiaawitrxiK'.aAyftat

BIG BARGAINS IN

2.

f

ABOUT YOUR ANKLES AND GIVES
.
.
PLEASURE. WE HAVE A GOOD AS- -

fox

Golden Rule Dry Goods Co,

McGraw's home la In Las egas and
he went to that place on passenger No.

a

ABLE LOW SHOE GIVES REST AT
EVERY POINT. LETS THE BREEZE

Kk

FJ.-'-

'
V Mvnrn who haa
Mi7nr fhni-lobeen sufTering from a severe case of
toothache the past week, has about re
covered.
A
thp Tvlkrs Will
oirlal rnootincr
be held In Dr. Carnes' office tonis'ht at
8 o'clock, to make arrangemects for
eiks aay oi me lair.
Rliprlff nirrinno Baca the Dormlar
guardian of the pace of Luna county,
Is In the city today on official business, arriving from Deming this morn

REAL COMFORT IS NOT KU991BLC

.rV

'Jain

S. H. McOraw,

Ben Moore, a mining man from Bis-leAriz., Is In the city.
There will be ft free concert at Orchestrion hall, old town, tomorrow
afternoon. Everybody Invited.
MIbh Korbcr and Mi3s Blueher'went.
to the Ellis ranch this morning, where
they wll spend a pleasant vacation.
F. McSpadden, of the McSpatlden
Transfer company, Is busy today moving a piano out to Whitcomb springs.
M. M. Duteher, city circulator of The
Cluzen, accompanied by ftirs uuu aii.
is spending a few days in the

LOW SHOfcS AND SLIPPERS

wTOjttji!.

Strange Accident.
a fireman working on
the Santa Fe between here and Las
Vegas, was struck on the head by a
lump of coal in the local yards about
7 o'clock this morning and badly injured.
Fireman McCraw under Engineer D.
Stcadman, were pulling fast freight
No. 34 out of the .yard this morning
with engine 745. McGraw was shovel
ing coal from the tender, wnen witnout
warning a large chunk of coal came
tumbling down from above, striking
him on the head, knocking the stooping man senseless.
Dr. Wroth was called and it was a
good many minutes before he

LOCAL PARAGRAPHS.

190
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PLUMBERS
7

X

NAILS, BALING AND BARB WIRES.
MINE AND MILL SUPPLIES.
BUILDERS' HARDWARE.
AND TINNERS.

South First street
Phones: Aut 218; Bell,

obaxxxxoocxxDO

Albuquerque, N.
85.

0

